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ABSTRACT In the 1950s, US civilian defense analysts forcibly challenged the

institutional dominance of senior military officers with the argument that, since

seasoned experience of waging conventional war was irrelevant to future war

planning, the traditionalists no longer enjoyed a defensible basis for their authority,

for it was neither scientific nor rational. Yet if we look closely at the publications of

the civilian analysts, and their debates at professional symposia and conferences,

rather than the rhetoric of scientific authority with which they assailed the old

regime, the terms in which they described their techniques of gaming and simulation

were a modernist irrationalism that stressed the primacy of intuition, insight,

discretion and artistry. These analysts freely employed irrationalist terms similar to,

but not identical with, that of traditional military wisdom. Moreover, they did not

minimize or conceal the irrationalism of their simulations, but frequently addressed

the problem. In internal discussions of simulation and game design, play and

assessment, they expressed anxiety about the validity of the correspondence between

their model of future war and its unobtainable referent. While they sharply criticized

the shortcomings in modelling the historically unique event of nuclear combat, they

nevertheless justified simulation as the best technique available.

Keywords Herman Kahn, man-machine simulation, modelling, operations research,

RAND Corporation, realism, war-gaming
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Generational Conflict: Was It Really About Science?

The Cold War set for its strategic planners a problem that had never before

confronted the military. Nuclear war was a tabula rasa. While two atomic

bombs had struck undefended enemy cities and, from 1945 to 1961, a

series of desert- and ocean-based tests were conducted with atomic and

thermonuclear explosives, nevertheless war-planners wrestled with the

essential quality of the new era. Given the fact that nuclear wars could

not be field-tested, war-planning necessarily employed a variety of

simulations.

The ascendancy of simulation had significant consequences for the

basis of strategic authority in the post-war period. Atomic weapons seemed

to render obsolete the claim to knowledge possessed by senior career

officers and, in so doing, pitted civilian scientists against veteran soldiers.
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The most striking effect of the attainment of a scientifically-based strategic

asset (namely, atomic and thermonuclear weapons) was the debasement

(or at least supersession) of the personal wisdom of the senior officer

rooted in combat experience, in favour of intuitions arising from repeated

practice in laboratory-staged simulations of future war. Throughout the

1950s, the avant-garde among the military and their consultants deter-

minedly arrogated authority for strategic planning from the lived experi-

ence of senior officers to the civilian virtuosi of the techniques of Monte

Carlo, systems analysis, operational war-gaming, man-machine studies,

and other innovations in simulating combat operations.

In order to address present and future war scenarios, it was imperative

to set aside the constellation of intuition, judgement and habit accrued

over a lifetime of service. Thus, in a 1955 briefing on systems analysis, the

RAND physicist Herman Kahn noted that the successes of operations

research in World War II proved that mathematical analysis was often more

effective than venerable tactical tradition. He commented that systems

analysis established its worth 'in spite of the common ... belief that ...

"experience" has been a better guide than "theory" in this kind of work'.

The civilian strategists at the RAND Corporation, the research institute

sponsored by the US Air Force, argued that experience with obsolete (non-

atomic) weapons systems would hinder adaptation to a dynamic and novel

threat environment. In another briefing, Kahn asserted:

A civilian analyst is sometimes in a better 'psychological' position than the

professional military officer in approaching new long range problems.1

The revolution in weaponry inaugurated by the atomic bomb, coupled

with the future orientation of long-range strategic planning, formed the

basis for preferring simulation to military wisdom. The technical horizon

within which future wars would be fought would change constantly, albeit

uncertainly.

In the past, military authority had been grounded in an unstructured,

inarticulate and unimprovable mix of instinct, bias and personality. Echo-

ing the maxim of systems analysts and gamers of the era, one writer

declared:

In past years, the calculated risks were taken by military commanders,

who used judgement and experience to estimate an enemy's intentions.2

Deciding the optimum from among the complex array of alternative

policies had been 'almost exclusively the province of the experienced

manager with his "judgement and intuition" '.3 In contrast to the verna-

cular grooves of long-standing practice, in what did the ascendant scientific

perspective consist? The convergence of behavioural science and opera-

tions research in the mid-1950s advanced a notion of the organizational

gestalt as a system whose components could be rationally coordinated. Jay

Forrester remarked:
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By 'systems questions' we mean the problems of coordinating the goals,

policies, procedures, and decisions of each part of the organization to best

promote the objectives of the company as a whole.4

Expanding the notion from engineering and business perspectives to all

complex networks, it mattered little whether the system was a military unit,

a commercial firm, a weapons system or even a biological organism. The

totality was the system, and the system could only be contemplated in a

scientific model which 'duplicated the essence of the system or activity

without actually attaining reality itself'.5

The new method proceeded by way of experimental and statistical

manipulation of idealized variables. Thus, from 1956, we can read the

already naturalized maxim:

In the old war game, professional opinion and subjective qualitative

information are supreme. ... [Now], analysis and objective quantitative

data tell the tale.6

Here, the benefit of scientific objectivity was derived not only from

quantification, but also professional indifference:

Since [scientific researchers] have no personal commitments in the prob-

lem, they can and do reach dispassionate, objective conclusions.7

Enthusiasts for the new techniques insisted that analysts trained in any of

the recognized scientific disciplines would be more astute than veterans

with long-standing familiarity with the terms of a military problem. As

early as 1951, the authors of the first recognized textbook in operations

research declared:

It should be apparent by now that the operations research worker does not

need to be a specialist in any particular branch of science. He does,

however, need to be a person with considerable experience in research of a

scientific nature.... The important requisite is that impersonal curiosity

concerning new subjects that is the very essence of research ability. The

research scientist is trained to reject unsupported statements and has

come to have the habit of desiring to rest his decisions on some quantita-

tive basis, even if the basis is only a rough estimate.8

It was thought that scepticism and impatience with tradition combined

with methodological discipline offered a superior perspective. The text-

book authors continued: 'This makes the research worker good at detect-

ing the existence of problems and questions of which the regular executive

staff may be unaware'. Thus, the scientifically-credentialled analysts at the

RAND Corporation argued that working through the steps of a simulation

was the only way to acquire insight and skill in operations pertaining to

nuclear war - since, as Kahn put it, 'there is no one with experience in the

conduct of thermonuclear war, that means we must depend on hypothet-

ical experience'.9 When officers would object that he was ill-equipped to

advise soldiers about military affairs, Kahn would retort: 'How many

thermonuclear wars have you fought recently?'.?1
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It was inevitable that conflict would break out between the modernist

method-driven analysts and the venerable senior staff of the armed ser-

vices. In a 1960 article discussing the future of operations research, Robert

Roy matter-of-factly laid out the structural antagonism between the practi-

tioners of the new analytic techniques and their reluctant clients. He

observed:

Operations research workers face hostility in the conduct of their studies

and in the implementation of their findings and recommendations. The

notion that a group of outsiders, themselves incapable of performing an

operation, can tell veteran, expert operators how to do better is ...

preposterously contrary to our own notions about ourselves.

He counselled his readers to be mindful of the injured pride the introduc-

tion of their inquiry invariably provoked, and 'to learn to practice the art of

persuasion to the n-th degree'.11

Alas, most analysts were hardly discreet in their assault on the old

guard. The anti-traditionalist impulse among the civilian defense intellec-

tuals at RAND and elsewhere contributed to a bitter generational struggle

between the young analysts of the 1950s and 1960s and the senior military

command. As a matter of fact, President John F. Kennedy's systems

analysts were regarded as audacious, haughty and callow. For example, in

response to an antagonistic briefing from Harold Brown, the 34-year-old

Director of Research and Development, Air Force Assistant Chief of Staff

Curtis LeMay blurted out: 'Why, that son of a bitch was in junior high

school while I was out bombing Japan!'.'2 Similarly, former Strategic Air

Command General Thomas White complained that under Secretary of

Defense Robert McNamara's reforms, military officers will henceforth

'have to fight under the plans and orders and with the weapons which have

evolved under the influence of those, often far junior in age and experi-

ence, who come into Government, for a few years at most, from colleges

and foundations'.13

More substantively, senior military expressed their distaste for the new

regime through hostility to systems analysis and computer-aided gaming.

They felt that defense analysts brusquely disparaged their wisdom and tacit

know-how. It is fair to say that the US defense community had been

shocked by the installation of President Kennedy's new regime of military

systems analysis and planned-programmed-budgeting. Certainly this had

as much to do with Secretary McNamara's transfer of defense planning

and budgeting from the independent services to his office as the rapid

diffusion of these techniques throughout the military. Disgruntled officers

regarded McNamara's elevation of systems analysis, including gaming and

simulation, as an assault on the basis of their authority.14

We can readily sense this quality of aggrieved indignation felt by

military traditionalists in the remarks made in 1961 by a British Labour

Party MP, Richard Crossman, who commented waspishly to an audience

at the Royal United Services Institute:
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One of the strangest features of American life in the 1950s - which no

doubt will continue throughout the 1960s - is that many of the experts

who lead the discussion on the nature of war have no experience in it or

training for it.

He described his encounter with one of that new professional type, 'the

war gamester', whom he had accosted in a recent trip to the United

States:

I said to him in conversation, 'Did you ever in your life go near the Army

or hear a shot fired in anger?' 'Of course not', he said, 'one would hardly

get to my position if one had'. I know he was joking. But it's a remarkable

fact that ... the war gamester, in fact, is a human computer.

In contrast to the inhumanly dispassionate stance of the American strat-

egist, Crossman was pleased to compare the enlightened military of the

United Kingdom:

Here in Britain, thank goodness, we still realize that, although scientific

and technological development may substitute the machine and the

computer for human activity, it still remains true that the final decisions

must be taken by human beings, and the humble study of human nature

still remains the criterion of wisdom, whether in a general or a

politician. 5

Senior American (and NATO) officers eagerly sought to demonstrate

the fallacy of replacing military wisdom with the findings of civilian

systems analysts and gamers. For every article that suggested that the

answers to the complex problems of strategic planning could be found in

war games and simulations, one could find articles such as Lieutenant

Commander Frank Haak's 1961 piece for the Proceedings of the US Naval

Institute. He charged his readers to reform the balance of power. Systems

analysis 'should be employed to refine human judgement rather than

replace it'. The military should therefore re-establish the merits of their

experience, practical knowledge and vested responsibility for decision-

making. While acknowledging the transformation of warfare into a

scientifically-mediated enterprise, the senior officer must nevertheless re-

claim his ultimate authority for combat decisions and 'avoid the dangerous

practice of accepting on blind faith the scientists' findings'. Haak intoned:

'The military field is his profession, not the scientist's'. In manifest

rebellion against the McNamara reforms, he called upon his fellow officers

to restore the supremacy of military judgement and intuition against the

prevailing methodism of the civilian technicians. He proclaimed:

The time is ripe for the man with the military mind to reaffirm his ability

to satisfy those demands and put the scientists back to work in areas

where their own professional qualifications are best suited.16

While Haak regarded decision-making as the essence of command

authority, an accent on the irrational art of war was foregrounded in an
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exceedingly romantic article written by a senior French operations analyst,

which appeared in the August 1962 issue of the US Army magazine

Military Review. In 'The Soldier and Technical Warfare', Ferdinand Otto

Miksche argued that the modern military had substituted 'technical rou-

tine' for the 'creative intelligence' employed by seasoned combat soldiers.

In the mechanized, automated, centralized military, 'soldiers are no longer

fighters but specialists in the use of certain instruments'. Miksche charac-

terized the implementation of war-plans via man-machine weapons sys-

tems as a soulless, technicist and inflexible approach to warfare.

It is no more possible to win battles solely with technical means than to

paint worthwhile pictures with a machine whose electronic brain is able to

select colors.

He most particularly derided the most advanced electronic, radar and

computerized capabilities of the modern armed forces.

The atomic general, dressed like a robot, follows the course of the battle

on the screen of his televisor with fixed gaze. An electronic brain will

furnish him the data for his decisions.

For Miksche, this wasn't soldiering but machine-tending: 'A soldier must

be able to act instinctively, without having to stop to reflect'. Like his

American counterparts, he concluded that the root of the decline of

martial authority lay in 'exaggerated hopes' invested in machines whose

capabilities had supplanted 'confirmed experience'.17

Since the antagonism between the civilian analysts and the veteran

military is so crucial to the argument I will lay out in this paper, it is worth

reviewing one final example, so as to capture the hard feelings and

triumphalism shot through the terms of the debate. In 1953, Patrick M.S.

Blackett, the celebrated operations researcher of the British Admiralty

during World War II, boasted:

In most of the important cases with which I had personal contact, the

really vital problems were found by the operational research groups

themselves rather than given to them to solve by the Service operational

staffs.18

His patron, Sir John Slessor, in his 1956 memoir, affirmed the importance

of a scientifically informed military organization:

[The Operational Research Section] proved beyond doubt that the scien-

tifically trained, analytical mind, applied to any problem, could produce

invaluable results; and they frequently surprised me by telling us, not only

what we did not know, but what otherwise I should never have realized

was something we ought to know ...

However, Slessor chafed at Blackett's civilian smugness. He defended the

irrational qualities of martial prowess over against the scientific basis of

operations research with the retort:
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Nothing could be more dangerously misleading than to imagine that you

can forecast the result of a battle or decide the weapons necessary to use

it, by doing sums. It is not aeroplanes or ships or tanks that win battles; it

is the men in them and the men who command them. The most im-

portant factors in any battle are the human factors of leadership, morale,

courage and skill, which cannot be reduced to any mathematical

formula.19

Reading credulously, it would seem that both parties to the conflict

agreed that the line was drawn between the method, dispassion and

quantified idiom of science on the one hand, and the resolve, habituated

skill and romantic intuition of veteran soldiers on the other. Moreover,

civilian proponents of the new regime in strategic planning forcibly chal-

lenged the institutional dominance of the old guard with the argument

that, since seasoned experience of waging conventional war was irrelevant

to future war planning, the traditionalists no longer enjoyed a defensible

basis for their authority, for it was neither scientific nor rational. Yet if we

look closely at the publications of the civilian analysts, and their debates at

professional symposia and conferences, we find that, rather than the

rhetoric of scientific authority with which they assailed the old regime,

the terms with which they described gaming and simulation were ex-

pressed as a modernist irrationalism that stressed the primacy of intuition,

insight, discretion and artistry. In other words, the putatively scientific

analysts freely employed irrationalist terms similar to, but not identical

with, that of traditional military wisdom. Furthermore, they themselves

were aware of the tension between their claims of scientific rigour and their

artful, ad hoc practices.

Since the centralization of military planning and budgeting inaugur-

ated by Secretary McNamara was justified as the long-delayed rationaliza-

tion of military affairs, it is of historic interest to document the wholly

indefinite, rather enigmatic idiom of intuition which was unfailingly ex-

pressed in discussing problems of modelling, play and game assessment. To

prove the point I will, in this paper, be attentive to the many voices of

professional gamers and simulators. This will therefore be a rather in-

ternalist account of how the practitioners themselves understood the

meaning and validity of their work. What I want to highlight in these

materials is the quality of experience offered by games and simulations,

claims for knowledge confirmed by that experience and, consequently, the

struggle for the new basis of authority for strategic decision-making in the

nuclear era.

I will lay out this argument as follows. First I will introduce the

organizational culture of the RAND Corporation in the 1950s, which self-

consciously fashioned itself as a cold war avant-garde. I will then close in

on two classes of games played at RAND which sharply illustrate the

problem of realism that troubled the war-gamers - role-playing crisis

games and man-machine simulations. Next I will turn to the crux of the

problem of realism for the professional community: the irrational qualities

of intuition and artistry that informed all aspects of future war-planning,
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from game design, the 'synthetic experience' of play, to evaluating and

summarizing outcomes. War-gamers and their critics alike experienced

great ambivalence about the type of realism that best suited gaming:

should it employ a literary notion of realist description, or a quantified,

idealized, scientific idiom? To flesh out these concerns, I will review the

substantive ideas advanced in the debates that arose during the discussion

sections of professional gaming symposia in the early 1960s. Finally, I will

close with a reflection on the unstable confidence with which the gamers

uneasily professed their support for war-gaming and simulation as a flawed

but adequate means for planning the next war.

RAND as a Modernist Avant Garde

I want to situate one of the premier institutional origins of gaming by

characterizing the research culture of the RAND Corporation in the

stream of the Cold War avant garde.20 While the term usually denotes a

fragment of the intelligentsia whose work criticizes and challenges the

dominant culture through experiments in form, dialect, taboo subjects or

contrarian opinion, I regard the defense intellectuals at RAND as a sort of

modernist avant garde in the sense of comprising a cohort of practitioners

whose work was self-consciously exploratory, inventive and opposed to the

tradition-bound habits of the veteran military corps. The predominant

tendencies of this group could be summarized as disinhibited, wide-

ranging inquiry. Setting the terms for gaming and man-machine simula-

tion in the 1950s and later, RAND analysts commended these techniques

for sharpening intuition, stimulating creativity, offering insight into com-

plex fields of interaction, exploring intersubjective exchanges in an inter-

disciplinary research setting, instilling tolerance for ambiguity and un-

certainty, and heightening sensitivity to the practitioners' own blindspots

and rigidities.

In general, RAND researchers were intent on swaying the cadres of the

military, defense industry, universities and opinion makers from the feeling

of reverence for the authority grounded in long experience, to one of

insouciant disregard, in a swerve towards the historically new technologies

of simulation. And, to dramatize the point, let us hear again from Herman

Kahn, who distilled the free-spirited tendency of the avant garde research

culture in the following remarks (which he made after he left RAND in

1961 and founded a similar organization, the Hudson Institute). First,

from 1963:

Our [long-standing] intuitions are no longer as reliable a guide as they

used to be. Many currently useful ideas seemed bizarre or ridiculous

when they were first considered.21

Second, even later, in 1966:

The kind of policy research we are concerned with here, then, emphasizes

attempts to derive substitutes for relevant knowledge, experiment, judge-

ment, perception, insight and intuition. It tends to rely heavily on such
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things as ... metaphors and historical analogues ... scenarios, gaming

and other uses of 'arbitrary' specification and stimulation.22

The phenomenon of creativity was an unstated obsession among

RAND personnel during its heyday (that is, from 1946 to 1961). RAND

had been founded by the US Air Force specifically in order to explore

future technologies and strategies. In the atomic age, the future became a

problem because, unlike previous wars, the next war would begin and end

too swiftly to allow for wartime mobilization, let alone wartime R&D and

operations research. Consequently, to be prepared for the next war, one

must be ready to fight, win, survive and reconstruct in the peacetime

present. However, as RAND President Frank Collbohm observed:

But the real problem is not to prevent ourselves from being destroyed in

some specific manner, but from being destroyed in any way whatsoever.

We must therefore consider all the possible ways in which an intelligent

and determined enemy can attack us.23

In short, one must anticipate every possible menace and devise counter-

measures well in advance of its realization. It is easy to see that such a

founding mission, a generous annual budget and endowment, a permissive

managerial ethos, and the recruitment of some of the ablest minds of a

generation of scientists and engineers, would all engender an institutional

culture that sanctioned experimentation manifesting originality, ingenuity

- even extravagance.

Herman Kahn is an exemplary figure to represent the mood of Cold

War avant-garde creativity of the period. He relished the liberal atmosphere

of the think-tank. More to the point, it confirmed in him the tendency to

focus on the exceptional, aberrant or bizarre possibilities for war. For

Kahn, the RAND mission was to consider precisely those areas which had

been conventionally disregarded or marginalized. In his book On Thermo-

nuclear War, published in 1960, he claimed: 'It is important to realize that

[strategic] planners must design from the beginning for the complete range

of plausible objectives'. Thus in virtually every briefing he delivered at

RAND (as well as later in his career), Kahn appealed to his audience to

ponder unorthodox or improbable notions. Otherwise, by refusing to

entertain unconventional ideas, the planner would have 'too narrow a

focus'.

In more casual days one could dismiss a bizarre-sounding notion with a

snort or comment about being impractical or implausible. Things moved

slowly, and no real harm was done if a new idea took several years to prove

itself.... Today the situation is different. The world really is unstable.

It was not only the case that the pace of technological innovation favoured

the 'radical theorist' over 'conservative' thinkers (these were Kahn's dis-

tinctions), but the absolute horizon of nuclear war invited ideas that

seemed to be, in his words, ' "crack-pot" or unrealistic'. Since a thermo-

nuclear war had never been fought, no one could claim wartime experience
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for guidance. In the hyper-modern domain of future war-planning, where

one had only a few years to gain insight and experience into existing

capabilities (and their attendant vulnerabilities) before the strategic picture

altered with the phasing-in of a novel component, the value of anticipating

hypothetical threats or opportunities became paramount. Thus, Kahn

asserted: 'We must take seriously the hypothetical possibility of either

direct attack or extreme provocation ... long before the challenge

materializes'.24

Given such a philosophy of research, and I think truly reflecting the

mores of the Cold War research avant garde, Kahn insisted that not only

should one tolerate his divagations, but rather his interlocutors should

emulate him, enter into the spirit of such explorations, or challenge him in

the same vein. In a Hudson report from 1963, he queried: 'Is there a

danger of bringing too much imagination to these problems? Do we risk

losing ourselves in a maze of bizarre improbabilities?' On the contrary, he

rejoined: 'It has usually been lack of imagination, rather than excess of it,

that caused unfortunate decisions and missed opportunities'. This sort of

inquiry was determinedly 'liberating and suggestive'.25

Turning to the RAND experiments of the 1950s, what motifs could be

found that indicated the organization's commitment to free-thinking? The

first was a shift away from closed analytic solutions to the open form of the

serial 'study'. A certain looseness in research aims was necessary, as well as

allowance for serendipity. In role-playing games, man-machine simulations

and Monte Carlo simulations alike, model-building, the definition of the

problem and data accumulation took place simultaneously.26 Often the

experimenter could not know in advance what he was looking for until he

had executed several trials of the simulation. Man-machine simulator

Murray Geisler explained:

Right at the beginning we had to put our money and time on a problem of

uncertain outcome. .... The a priori research hypotheses were not available

in all respects, and so this research had to be done concurrently with the

building of the simulation. Therefore, we could not be sure that we would

be testing important research hypotheses, although I hasten to add that

the existence of this need for a research hypothesis acted as a spur to

research.27

Drawing upon developments in economic theory, cybernetics and cogni-

tive psychology, the RAND community embraced the research principle of

heuristic search. Rather than looking for a single optimal solution to a

problem, from at least 1950 onwards RAND analysts posed their work in

terms of successive, incomplete and non-analytic trials, with each incre-

ment between reports and briefings resulting in an ever more adequate,

albeit provisional, endeavour. RAND economists and systems analysts

argued for the merits of the learning curve, sub-optimization and tolerance

for a range of alternative possibilities and myriad uncertainties.28 In a

dynamic age in which strategic problems arising from the deployment of

any single generation of weaponry were transitory - to be supplanted by
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the next cycle of the arms race - the watchwords of the day were flexibility,

adaptability and alterability.

Role-Playing Games

Let us turn now to the first of our two examples of simulation in the 1950s

- the 'politico-military desk game'. The game commenced with a crisis

scenario, a sheaf of background papers and a few rules of engagement. The

players gathered around a conference table and played against Control,

who would communicate the moves of the other side, or against another

team situated in another room. The focus of these games was on role-

playing the significant actors in a crisis. It was hoped that role-playing

would induce in the participants a kind of Diltheyan sympathy for the

people they impersonated. In 1964, in one of the first public comments

about the gaming agency established in the office of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff, a game director remarked:

Role playing in the Pentagon games projects State, Defense, and other

department officials into the shoes and war-rooms of foreign leaders to

think as an opponent might think - to view the world through pink-tinted

glasses. Obviously a US Army general can't really be made to think like a

Soviet politician, but it is possible to move him some distance in that

direction if he reads into the material prepared for him before the game

and accepts the scenario projection in the right spirit. Most players do,

and profit from the experience, obtaining new insights into the pressures

and limitations in foreign generals and statements.29

Political war games were unheard of before the RAND experiments of

1955 and 1956.30 Role-playing political-military games seems to have

originated at RAND. The social scientists' explorations excited a great deal

of interest from academics and the State Department. Even before the

conclusion of the series of political games played in mid-decade, RAND

fielded requests for briefings on gaming. There was the welcome sense that

an invigorating, potentially important research technique had arrived on

the scene.

RAND mathematicians had begun to experiment with crisis gaming in

1948. Three games were played in 1948 and 1949. The second of the three

was the most compelling: its scenario was projected into 1953, assumed

Stalin's death, and framed its generative crisis in terms of a Soviet incur-

sion into Scandinavia.3' However, war-gaming was soon abandoned in

favour of the development of systems analysis and Monte Carlo simula-

tion. In 1954, the mathematics department began to devise a computer

simulation of a Cold War game. The project attracted the attention of

officers at the Air War College, as well as State Department analysts. They

recommended the incorporation of political and economic factors into

the model. The result was the first genuine Cold War game, staged in

December 1954. While the mathematicians and economists who designed

the game consulted with members of the Social Science Division, never-

theless their machine game clumsily idealized a host of political and

economic variables.32
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Disgruntled with the simple fabrications of the mathematics games,

Herbert Goldhamer of the Social Science Division suggested that a war

game should instead reproduce the ferment and disorder of history.

Accordingly, a new war game was designed according to the following

principles:

(i) 'minimal formalization': the range of possible moves would not be

subject to an array of constraints and rules;

(ii) 'simulation of incomplete and incorrect information': so as to mimic

the uncertainties of actual crises;

(iii) 'simulation of contingent factors': represented by the Referee's dy-

namic role as Nature;

(iv) 'plausibility of game events': the suitability of moves would be left to

the sagacity of the players and referees;

(v) 'clarification of issues': since the game was intended to illuminate

subterranean biases, inter-dependencies, areas of confusion or ignor-

ance, focus was provided by the scenario and background papers, and

by careful selection of players who were diplomatic or military

experts;

(vi) 'exploration of novel strategies': before the start of play, the game

directors distributed to players detailed predicted strategies so as to

guide their attention to less hackneyed possibilities.33

Four political games were played over the course of 1955 and some of

1956. The first two games were only a few days long; the third game took

place over the course of four weeks in the summer of 1955. Twelve RAND

analysts devoted half of their working hours to the game. The fourth and

final game consumed three weeks of the month of April 1956, and 20

analysts directed their full-time energies to the game. This would be the

most elaborate war game of the decade, and the model to which later

political exercises would refer.34

A research team from the Social Science Division posed a number of

questions which they hoped the unfolding month of gaming would resolve.

Chief among them was whether gaming could be used as a forecasting

technique 'for sharpening our estimates of the probable consequences of

policies pursued by various governments'. Would gaming provoke 'political

inventiveness' and, more importantly, how would the recommendations

resulting from gaming compare to ordinary policy analysis? Did gaming

direct attention to problems which would otherwise be neglected? And,

invoking the emerging touchstone of informed intuition, the RAND

gamers wondered whether the experience would impart to policy analysts

and researchers 'a heightened sensitivity to problems of political strategy

and policy consequences'. The first three games had not yielded a sat-

isfactory resolution. The players had encountered procedural problems

which muddied their perceptions of gaming's worth.

A circularity of difficulty was encountered: the problems of game tech-

nique interfered with progress on the substantive political problems, but a
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definitive conclusion on the worth of the game technique can only be

derived from an assessment of the results in the game itself.35

The question remained whether political gaming could be a genuine

research method.

The Fourth Round was intended to settle the issue once and for all.36

Its scenario was projected nine months into the future, and it was intended

to be a close extrapolation of tendencies already present in the inter-

national scene as of April 1956. Since the exercise was an attempt to

investigate the research possibilities of gaming rather than to ape the

prevailing policies of the Eisenhower administration, the US team was

encouraged to try out any and all tactics available to the Executive Branch

of government. In contrast, the other teams were constrained to play

moves that conformed to the current doctrines of their respective govern-

ments. The game was played with reference to carefully prepared back-

ground, strategy and 'game classified' papers (in total, 150 papers were

composed during the three-week game). Each move was written up in a

policy note, including extensive justification, and passed to the Referee

team, which assessed its credibility. In addition to introducing acts of God

into the unfolding game scenario, the Referees leaked intelligence from one

side to the other, and floated unsubstantiated rumours in the combined

mode of covert intelligence-gathering and a free press.

At the close of the Fourth Round, the game director circulated the

ensemble of records to all of the participants for critical reflection. The first

question pondered in the post-game assessment was whether gaming could

be used as a proving ground for formulating political-military doctrine.

The group concluded: 'It is our judgement that the results which might be

achieved would not be worth the sacrifice of the time, money, energy and

neglect of other pressing problems'. The problem was time. To satisfy the

notion that a war-game could be the equivalent of a social science experi-

ment, researchers would have to test not only the interconnections of the

international policies pursued in one play but, for comparative purposes,

explore variations of these policies one after another in a series of games. It

was clear that a multiple trial would be necessary to sort out these

branching alternatives; it was equally clear that this was not practical. Not

only would the several months required for such an experiment be too time

consuming, it would be simply too exhausting. The game historian re-

marked: 'Even the short periods of game activity elicit[ed] a considerable

drain on [participants'] intellectual capital and resources'. Revising their

expectations to something less exacting than a fully scientific experiment,

the researchers queried whether gaming could be used as a brainstorming

technique. Alas, it was decided that the game scenario and play were so

comprehensive that no one strategy could be explored with the scrutiny it

deserved. Had the scenario been restricted to investigation of a limited set

of problems, perhaps the hopes for gaming's stimulus towards invention

would have been better realized. As it was, the result was inconclusive,

anti-climactic and, frankly, disappointing:
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The players agreed that in a strict sense no fundamentally new insight or

scientific 'breakthrough' was produced by the play itself. Nor was it at all

certain that the 'knowledge' which was generated could not have been

yielded by the study of the same problems through conventional and less

expensive procedures.

The group recommended that no further full-time games should be played

at RAND in the immediate future. Other research methods were more

economical and sound. Rather, tightly delimited, problem-oriented games

could and should be conducted on occasion: 'The problem-focused exer-

cise can be expected to yield sufficiently useful results to warrant its

employment for substantive purposes ...'.37

In spite of their discouraging assessment, the research group felt that

something of value had been transacted during the Fourth Round, some-

thing far more tenuous than definitive analysis. The game forced a crisis

gestalt on to the players, in which they were compelled to devise policy

(that is, moves) from a host of vying interests. Thus, the game's benefit

could be found in the experience of the process of strategy formulation,

rather than in the assessment of the outcome of play.38 Herbert Goldhamer

and Hans Speier remarked:

The major benefit lay in the fact that the game served to suggest research

priorities for problems of which we were already aware and to define these

problems in a manner that would make the research more applicable to

policy and action requirements.39

The group resolved that the war game offered a middle ground between

scholarly analysis and pressing, professional determination of policy. In-

deed, the team members from the Department of State were impressed

with the experience. They exclaimed: 'Its impact was far greater than that

which could have been produced by the reading of research studies'. The

RAND team, moreover, unanimously endorsed the war game as a training

exercise. In particular, the State Department officials suggested that the

microcosm of the game could be an excellent vehicle for demonstrating

'the organic nature of the complex relationships' which daily operations

obscured. The dynamism of the game had a peculiarly trenchant psycho-

logical impact on the players, making the convulsive turmoil of diplomacy

more 'palpable ... in a more forceful and convincing way than could be

experienced through lectures or books'.40

Diffusion

Even before the Fourth Round had concluded, news of the games had

travelled to elite policy institutions. Invitations were forthcoming. In the

summer of 1956, Hans Speier gave a briefing on gaming to a Social

Science Research Council summer institute and, in 1957, to the Fellows at

the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences at Stanford

University. In the years between 1956 and 1958, Joseph Goldsen delivered

a lecture on gaming atYale and at a conference sponsored by the Carnegie

Endowment for International Peace at Princeton. Herbert Goldhamer
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briefed the Army War College and, in September 1959, he delivered a

paper on gaming at the annual conference of the Political Science Associ-

ation. Other members of the RAND team addressed audiences at the

Department of State, the Center for International Affairs at Harvard,

the Brookings Institution, Northwestern University and MIT.41

Simulation was the vogue of the moment. In 1957, Professors Harold

Guetzkow and Richard Snyder had independently devised a game, 'The

Inter-Nation Simulation', for use in their courses at Northwestern Uni-

versity.42 The following year, Professor Oliver Benson of the University of

Oklahoma programmed the same game for the digital computer.43 More

importantly, RAND personnel transmitted the technique during visits to

MIT in 1957 and 1958. W. Phillips Davison removed to MIT during the

academic year, in the course of which he played a modified Cold War game

in his graduate seminar on international communications. Later that year,

Professors Lucian Pye and Warner Schilling, also at MIT, experimented

with the game technique in a course on American diplomacy. The follow-

ing year (1958-59), several RAND analysts consulted with Professor

Lincoln Bloomfield about game design and, in September, Paul

Kecskemeti, a participant in all of RAND's political-military games, ven-

tured to MIT to assist in the execution of Bloomfield's game, sponsored by

the United Nations Project at the Center for International Studies. In this

one lineage - Goldhamer to Kecskemeti to Bloomfield - the impetus for

gaming was passed from RAND to MIT to, ultimately, the State Depart-

ment and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Lincoln Bloomfield had been a State Department official for 11 years

before he moved to the MIT Center for International Studies in Spring

1957. He observed: 'My previous ... years ... had convinced me that the

government badly needed a better way to anticipate foreign policy crises'.44

He embarked upon a series of war games with and for the government, as

well as some pedagogical exercises with undergraduates. Beginning in

1958, and over the course of the next 13 years, Bloomfield directed 12

senior-level war games at MIT; he and Harvard professor and RAND

consultant Thomas Schelling jointly developed the basic game design.

The first war game, dubbed 'the Endicott House game' after the MIT

facility in which it was held, proceeded under the auspices of the United

Nations Project at the Center for International Studies. Involving senior

faculty and researchers from MIT, Harvard, Yale and Columbia, the

Endicott House game attempted to resolve RAND's longstanding question

as to whether a role-playing exercise 'would produce significant predictive

indications' in a Cold War crisis.45 The following January, March and April

(1959), Bloomfield conducted two undergraduate games focusing on the

current state of the Berlin Crisis.46 These exercises experimented with

gaming as a pedagogical technique. Here, too, the intent was to compare

the results of gaming with conventional modes of college instruction.

In their review of the three MIT games, Bloomfield and his colleague

Norman Padelford concluded that the political exercise was not partic-

ularly useful for foreign policy specialists: 'This kind of operation is their
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metier, they do not need simulation'. However, like the RAND social

scientists, they remarked on the distinctive atmosphere induced by role-

playing: 'The game does supply a personal kind of experience of self-

awareness ... and of a heightened sense of reactions produced out of the

dynamics of the game'. This quality was also instrumental in the games'

successes as undergraduate vehicles: 'Simulated experience for the student

of political science is a form of vicarious learning seldom afforded by the

more orthodox teaching methods'. However, they warned that under-

graduates ought not to be exposed to role-playing gaming until after they

have thoroughly studied diplomacy and the political process. 'Otherwise',

Bloomfield and Padelford cautioned, 'the gaming is likely to become

artificial, pursued largely on the basis of hunches or intuitions rather than

of knowledge and understanding'.47 Needless to say, the very same weak-

ness (that is, playing by hunch and intuition) would be imputed to the

professional tier of war-gamers.

In 1960, Bloomfield's Center for International Studies hosted a sec-

ond senior-level political exercise - POLEX II - whose scenario focused on

a Middle Eastern regional crisis.48 Bloomfield's explorations attracted

attention throughout the foreign policy community. In 1961, the Joint

Chiefs of Staff established the Joint War Games Group, a Pentagon-level

gaming agency.49 Henry Rowen, a former RAND analyst, who was an aide

to John McNaughton (Assistant Secretary of Defense for International

Security Affairs in the Kennedy administration), recommended that the

RAND-MIT political war game be adopted by the new Pentagon group.

Very soon afterwards, during the tense September of 1961, the Pentagon

sponsored two war games concerning the Berlin Crisis.50 Thomas Schelling

recalled:

At dinner at the home of Charles Hitch, then Comptroller of the Depart-

ment of Defense, as I was en route to spend a summer at RAND, Walt

Rostow urged me to develop the 'Berlin Game'; actually to give up my

RAND summer developing the Berlin game; I did, and we staged it in

September.51

Directed by Schelling, senior government officials played the heads of the

Blue (US) and the Red (USSR) states.52 The scenario for both crisis games

involved military threats over Berlin. Despite his attempts to incite either

team to escalate into war, the teams adroitly sidestepped Schelling's

provocations.

Neither President Kennedy nor his brother Robert participated in

Schelling's Berlin games. Kennedy's aide, Carl Kaysen, who took part,

later briefed the President on them.53 Whether the President later resorted

to war-gaming during the Cuban Missile Crisis is rather doubtful. Without

archival corroboration, Allen has claimed:

The use of war-gaming props [during the Cuban Missile Crisis] - the

little ships and the wooden ocean for the President in the Situation Room

- intensified the chessboard thinking behind both gaming and the real US

strategy for nuclear war.54
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If this had been true, it would surely have dignified the use of miniatures

for analytic purposes. However, both Carl Kaysen and Thomas Schelling

have denied this assertion.55

More generally, it is certain that JFK did not participate in any of the

Pentagon games conducted during his administration. Yet Robert Kennedy

had been intrigued with the technique, and had the President survived, he

might well have agreed to observe, if not play, a war game. In his letter to

me, Schelling recalled:

On Hallowe'en in 1963, just before the assassination, I directed multiple

simultaneous games - four I think - on insurrection in South America and

Africa, with very high level participation: Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff, Director of the US Budget, Commander of the US Marine Corps,

and several others, including Robert Kennedy. Afterwards, Robert

Kennedy spoke to me about using that game technique to study civil-

rights issues in the South; we also, I think, talked about getting the

President to observe - not participate in - a brink-of-nuclear-war game

for a whole day or two. The impression I got was that the President's

brother found the game methodology altogether new and thought his

brother could benefit from understanding it. I took that to imply that John

Kennedy had never participated or even considered it. I'm quite sure he

died before he ever had a chance.

Thus, while President Kennedy did not involve himself in these simula-

tions, war-gaming was located at a step below cabinet level.

Man-Machine Simulations

If role-playing games expressed the value of disinhibited play as a vehicle

for creative research, the search for new ideas at RAND also resulted in

experiments in obtaining an omniscient point of view, drawing all activity

into the totality which could be observed from above, from a literal

mezzanine. In this second case, we move from the poor theatre of seminar

rooms to the most elaborately staged simulations of all, scenarios realized

in exact replicas of actual command centres. During the 1950s, teams of

RAND analysts conducted two series of simulation studies in a laboratory

setting: a simulation of the Tacoma air defense radar station in a series of

four experiments between 1952 and 1954; and four experiments with a

miniature logistics system that could support a wing of ICBMs in 1957

and 1958.56 We shall focus our attention on the earlier experiments.

In 1952, the originator of the System Research Laboratory, John

Kennedy, framed the general notion of man-machine simulation as the

investigation of a phenomenon rooted in the predicament of modern life.

How can we deal with the complexity of real human affairs? What

methods, preferably scientific and objective, can be utilized or developed

for predicting the behavior of complex, interacting systems?

Why was predicting behaviour of such concern to the modern manager?

He remarked:
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We are forced to plan and thus to predict in order to adapt successfully to

the emergencies of life.

This, in a nutshell, gives us the quintessential behaviouralist thesis of the

1950s. Prediction and control by means of training for properly adaptive

response to changing situations was the guiding principle for American

behavioural science in the postwar era. Accordingly, Kennedy queried:

What happens when we got to the real-life situation of the marriage of

man and machine in systems? How do the human components interact

with the machine components? Which components of man-machine

systems should be man and which should be machine?

This was equally a design question and a problem in human factors, in

which behavioural scientists had a role to play, along with industrial

psychologists and operations researchers.57

In an article published in 1955, Robert Chapman and John Kennedy

described modern society as helplessly dependent on 'man-machine sys-

tems'. And here they strike the note of anxiety about automation: 'But

these systems have become so big and so complex that they are almost

beyond the comprehension of the men who operate and direct them'.58 A

social theory and practice was needed to gain control of the behemoths of

the new technological era.

Rather than observing the individual, in the present order the group

was primary - that team of human operators who no longer laboured

intimately with industrial production machinery, but now functioned as

nodes, dams, channels, conduits - as switching points - in the information

flow circulating throughout the system. Henceforth, groups would com-

mand professional scrutiny. The focal point for examining the efficacy of a

man-machine system such as the air defense system was one of 'group

coordination and integration' - that is, the establishment of an esprit de

corps in which critical attention was directed towards understanding and

improving the intercourse between the human group and the machine

complex.

The RAND laboratory simulations were often not regarded as war

games (that is, as representations of competitive conflict): rather, they

projected a 'task environment'. But they are certainly worth discussing, for

they were vehicles for acquiring synthetic experience. For example, RAND

analysts R.M. Rauner and W.A. Steger report that, after having partici-

pated in the logistics simulation study, one man was reported to have

claimed to be 'the only Captain in the whole United States Air Force with

a month's practical experience running an ICBM launch complex' several

years before the missile force was operational. Researchers recognized that

the systems perspective required the investigation of particular instances of

the whole - it was easier to grasp a system totality in light of a richly

detailed specific case, than in the muzzy generalities of systems theory.

Rauner and Steger wrote:

Most of us are limited in our abilities to understand and manipulate

abstractions; our inherent preference is for real-life, concrete images
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rooted in the vast unconscious storage of experiences we have observed

directly.

In addition to recognizing the cognitive import of particularizing a prob-

lem through simulation, Rauner and Steger also acknowledged the re-

search benefit of allowing unstructured play in the course of satisfying a

simulated task's demands.

Over the years, as our experience with the game-simulations has grown,

we have become more confident of our ability to permit and encourage

the participants to explore, improvise, and develop new and better ways of

dealing with the problems we set them.59

While role-playing games stressed players' identification with their as-

signed roles, man-machine simulations demanded intense engagement

with the actual machinery of waging modern war. In the laboratories, great

effort was expended to give the experience of verisimilitude. For example,

RAND System Research Laboratory analysts had to devise a means for

realistically simulating flight patterns on the radar scopes of the consoles

used by defense direction crews. This was not in the least a simple matter:

it involved the invention of an intricate machine called the 'problem

reproducer'.

The problem reproducer automatically transferred computer-generated

flight patterns from magnetic tape onto 70-millimeter film for subsequent

display in the form of realistic radar tracks. ... The invention required

modifications to a new IBM digital electronic computer, design of a

special cathode-ray tube, adaptation of a 70-millimeter motion picture

camera, production of special high-speed film, development of an analog-

to-digital converter, and design and manufacture of the problem-

reproducing equipment.60

The RAND team painstakingly sought to render the environment of the

laboratory as close to the original direction centre as possible. One

researcher commented: 'The story of building a physical environment is ...

one of continual enrichment of detail'.61 Given limited space in the RAND

building, the actual site of the first System Research Laboratory was a back

area of the Santa Monica Billiard Room. In this facility, the researchers

duplicated the floor plan, communications and radar consoles, and para-

phernalia of the Tacoma air defense centre.

Embedding the direction centre with external groups with whom the

air crew communicated was a major obstacle to achieving realism in the

laboratory. The researchers had originally assigned themselves the role as

operators at early-warning stations. Given their inexpertise, and ensuing

arguments concerning the information-handling procedures between re-

searchers - as outside agents - and the air defense crew, they quickly

determined that another man be recruited to emit the voices of the crews at

three early-warning stations. Still awkward, in the second experiment

additional men were brought in to transmit different voices to the various

incoming calls.
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While there were a few episodic problems in simulating the system

setting of a real direction centre, replicating Air Force culture took more

ingenuity and more trials. From the casual casting of college under-

graduates as air defense crewmen in the first experiment, by the last

experiment, not only were the air defense team recruited from actual

officers and airmen from the Western Air Defense Force, but all commun-

ications between the researchers and the crewmen were couched in Air

Force terminology. However, it took time to determine the best means for

maintaining the military culture in the laboratory. The researchers

remarked:

Experimenters maintained strict social isolation from the crew. .. But in

spite of - or perhaps because of - the awkwardness of these precautions,

we somehow managed to dilute the 'operational atmosphere' with a

mysterious 'air of experimentation'.62

Just by chance, the convergence of the site of an urban game (a billiard

parlour) with a research laboratory oddly foregrounds the closeness of

social experimentation to the domain of performance outside formal

theatre settings. One could say that the laboratory simulations were the

equivalent of Busby Berkeley extravaganzas. Just as popular culture theor-

ists have observed that the geometric patterns of the precision kick-dancers

in a chorus line resembled the components of a mass assembly production

line so, too, the man-machine simulations required the same kind of

directorial control so as to coordinate the spectacle: stagecraft, script

revision, repetitive rehearsal, ensemble work. RAND psychologist Robert

Chapman commented:

Getting one of these experiments started ... looked as involved as the

takeoff of a superbomber. .... The extensive pre-run check lists, ringing of

bells and flashing of lights, and down-to-the-second timing are all a part

of getting 9 input mechanisms, 7 timing devices, 16 clocks, 22 recorders,

and 65 people off and running at the same time.63

There was even an audience separated from the arena of activity. In the

System Research Laboratory, a full-length observation deck spanned

the length of the room to give an unrestricted view of the proceedings. The

space below was wired with hidden microphones so that the researchers

could hear conversations on the floor as well as eavesdrop on all telephone

exchanges.

One could surmise that, given the configuration of the laboratory

space with its mezzanine, the crew members might have suffered from self-

consciousness. As it happened, in both the role-playing seminar games and

the laboratory simulations, the participants became intensely absorbed in

the unfolding action to the point of self-forgetting. The researchers

reported:

During enemy attacks, the noise level in the station rose, men came to

their feet, and the excitement was obvious. Crew members reported
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restless nights and bad dreams - attackers boring in without an inter-

ceptor available. On one occasion, an officer slipped while stepping off a

dais and broke his leg. We were not aware of this event for some ten

minutes because there was no perturbation in the crew's activity during

the attack in progress. He was back the next day, cast and all, because, as

he said, they couldn't get along without him.

While the most remarkable dimension of these laboratory simulations was

the fact that so much expense and effort was directed towards replicating

the dreaded experience of nuclear war-fighting, it should be noted that the

purpose of the RAND studies was not, in the first instance, to achieve

nuclear verisimilitude. Whereas the attempt to create an organization

under stress was genuine, the RAND psychologists of the System Research

Laboratory wanted to bring the man-machine 'organism' into being in

order to test organizational theory, not to play-act nuclear war. They

explained: 'To understand how an organization adapts, we needed to see

"inside", to get access to its detailed operations'.64

Therefore, so as to grasp the origin and objectives of the laboratory

simulations, let us recall that in the post-war period, the emphasis in the

consideration of warfare had shifted from the agency of individual units of

combat (such as squad, company and division) to the 'man-machine'

complex of the weapon system. Organizational theory was imported into

military thinking. Rather than regarding combat forces as troops equipped

with weapons, the fighting unit had become a weapon system in which

human beings manipulated outsized, tentacular machines.65 Thus human

factors became the locus of research,66 as opposed to, say, the r6le

of charismatic leadership, which was a wholly human-centred notion of

combat.

Information processing played a key role in the new weapons systems

approach to combat. Leafing through the RAND reports from the System

Research Laboratory, it seems quite clear that, even before the digital

computer was fully operationalized for military systems, analysts recog-

nized that one of the major problems of working with complex systems

would be information overload. Information was differentiated from data,

the difference between the two being the interpretative dimension in which

data become information. That moment at which data converted into

information was when the operators made decisions based on their assess-

ment of incoming signals. Robert Chapman and his team described the

System Research Laboratory as an 'Information Processing Center'.

Hence one of the design questions that perplexed operations researchers,

systems analysts, cognitive psychologists and others at RAND was how to

determine the most efficient way to evaluate a continuous stream of data,

and to simplify subsequent split-second decision-making.

Let us turn for a moment to the prevailing ideas about information

and man-machine systems. Borrowing from cybernetic theory, in an

article published in 1954, operations researcher Gilbert Krulee defined the

essential nature of man-machine interactions as a function for regulating

the inputs and outputs of a system:
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If one considers the contributions made by the human components of a

system to its functioning, these are largely limited to information process-

ing tasks relating to the control of energy.

Information processing tasks such as 'men plotting information on a visual

display board, men transmitting over a communications network, men

reading off ranges and bearings from a radar presentation, men operating

as trackers in a gun-control system' were all essentially acts of decision.

Krulee described a series of experiments he devised which focused on the

most efficient means for sorting and acting on the status of incoming data.

Since the complexity of information processing was determined by the

quantity and variety of data confronting the human operator, he concluded

that man-machine systems should be designed 'in such a fashion that it is

perceptually possible for an operator to reject irrelevant information in as

efficient a manner as possible'. In other words, one should be able to ignore

a large percentage of data. Recognizing the fact - even in 1954! - that

'some displays transmit too much information', Krulee recommended the

simplification of information equipment design.67

To capture that decision process by means of which most incoming

data could be safely disregarded, the RAND researchers stipulated that the

signal flow in their study should be 'objective' and as little subject to

interpretation as possible.

The implication is that a task should be chosen whose accomplishment

does not depend strongly upon the individual's social history, social

perceptions, or set of personal values.68

Therefore, the desired inputs and outputs of the system should be socially

neutral. In the man-machine simulations, the organization was likened in

cybernetic fashion to an organism.69 Chapman and his colleagues stated:

The four organizations [i.e., the air defense crews in the four experiments]

behaved like organisms. .. The direction center profited from its experi-

ence to grow and adapt like a living organism.70

Accordingly, the experimenters formulated the two 'measurement prob-

lems' that organized their experiments:

(1) finding out how well the organism does what it is supposed to do;

and (2) measuring its internal behavior so that its successes and failures

can be accounted for.71

Chapman and Kennedy described the continental air defense system

which they chose to simulate in their laboratory as the very exemplar of the

modern information processing system.

Just a few years ago an aircraft-warning net that surrounded the entire

country would have been little more than a wild dream - a communica-

tion network of thousands of men and machines that linked together

fighter bases, radar sites, interceptors, civilian defense groups, the Civil
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Aeronautics Authority, and other organizations that had to work together

on split-second schedules was patently out of the question. But this

tremendous (and tremendously complicated) system is in operation

today.72

While the air defense centre in Tacoma, WA, was only a regional command

centre in the continental network, nevertheless it would do as a microcosm

of the man-machine combination. 'In many ways a direction center is a

complete system', they explained: 'it has all the information available about

the air traffic in its area and controls weapons for stopping enemy air

attacks'.73 In the laboratory, an air crew monitored radar signatures of

aerial traffic over its region, separating out domestic signals from irregular

tracks. Hostile attacks ranged from a single bomber hidden in a cluster of

ordinary commercial air traffic to the formation of a wing of up to 25

bombers. The task environment of the experiment involved two sets of

variables:

One determined the kind of unknown and hostile aircraft the crew had to

intercept, the other determined the characteristics of the friendly traffic

from which these critical flights had to be distinguished.74

The experiments propelled a sharply increasing number of hostile craft

coming in faster and thicker as the simulation proceeded, as a means of

applying stress to the crew - whose discomfort, in turn, would stimulate

adaptive behaviour (that is, learning), so that they would be able to handle

the intensified information flow.

In passing, we should note that the situation of the researchers

mirrored in reverse the dismaying experience of their subjects. While the

researchers, too, encountered the threshold of information overload, in-

stead of learning to identify and ignore irrelevant information, they felt

compelled to attend to every datum, whether or not they understood its

significance. While the analysts had framed research questions regarding

organizational behaviour, they admitted that they were experimenting with

unknown phenomena. Consequently, they regarded their experiments as

'more of a search for a framework for comprehending organizational

behavior than tests of particular hypotheses'.75 Since they were unsure

what would be useful, they recorded everything: the result was an op-

pressive mass of unprocessed material. When the experiments concluded in

1954, the researchers confronted 60 file drawers of data, including 12,000

hours of recordings.76 The daunting business of processing, coding and

analyzing these materials confounded the research team. In a collectively

written article, they moaned:

We have tried activity analysis, samplings of gross movements within the

station, the collection of 'organizational incidents', and other techniques.

For observers to penetrate, with the naked eye, the devious machinations

of a growing organization, to translate behavior into meaningful codes,

and to maintain a standard set over the entire experiment is a data

collection problem that can only be described as horrid.77
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Returning to our main argument, Chapman and Kennedy noted the

difficulty in prompting intensely stressed behaviour in the laboratory

setting:

Observational access is more than being able to get meaningful data - it's

primarily a problem of getting worthwhile phenomena to occur at all.78

Hence the researchers' attention to the realism of the environment:

To get behavior worth studying, we tried to make the simulated environ-

ments genuine enough for the crew to respond to them as if they were

real.79

However, given the ultimately adequate setting, the crews did in fact

experience stress, did adapt, and did learn. Chapman and Kennedy

identified the 'scientific significance' of the System Research Laboratory's

experiments as the fact that that elusive phenomenon - 'the process of

organizational development' - could in fact be achieved in the labor-

atory.80

To grasp the relationship between the realism of the environment, the

creation of stress and the group's adaptive patterns of decision-making, let

us again refer to cybernetic theory. In his popular book on cybernetics

published in 1950, Norbert Wiener defined learning as a process of

adapting to feedback.

Learning is in its essence a form of feedback, in which the pattern of

behavior is modified by past experience. ... If... the information which

proceeds backward from the performance is able to change the general

method and pattern of performance, we have a process which may well be

called learning.81

Returning to the System Research Laboratory, we can identify the cyber-

netic model of learning under stress in Kennedy's experiments. The

research team affirmed: 'People learn only with pain and travail'.82 In all

four experiments, the air crews were subject to flows of aerial traffic signals

at a continuously advancing speed and density. As their task kept getting

harder, the crews adapted by simplifying their sorting procedures for

determining which signals were potentially hostile, and learning to dis-

regard the rest. As a consequence of employing ever finer discriminations

in tracking air traffic, at the end of the experiment, the signal load was

three times as heavy as at the beginning. However, the crew processed

roughly the same quantity of data as it had during the first hour, by

ignoring all but a fraction of signals. Chapman and Kennedy concluded:

These empirical results seem to indicate that an organization will look for

new patterns of behavior when it needs them - when it is under stress.

Stress was the key to successful adaptation:

Group learning ... must include the source of stress (the discomfort and

failure that act as pressure to learn), and ways of reducing stress (the

priority schemes of the task and response models).83
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The RAND psychologists drew out the practical implications for

personnel training and selection from these experiments. Chief among

these was the notion that management should encourage their crews to

modify their procedures when necessary in order to attain greater flexibility

(that is, efficiency), not only during routine operations, but also during

simulated emergencies. Personnel training should therefore be approached

as systems training - that is to say, cohorts of human operators should be

regularly and methodically subjected to the pressures of crisis conditions so

as to compel the group to adapt, to modify and adjust their practices to

critical stresses.84 These training notions of adaptation under stress so as to

attain operational flexibility very neatly summarize the suspenseful dynam-

ism of this moment in the Cold War. Cold War crises were indeed

experienced as 'pain and travail', and interpreted by the military commun-

ity as incitements to adaptation, to innovation, and to change regularly,

persistently, decisively. The RAND team remarked:

But what does that conclusion imply for organizations other than the

laboratory direction center? So far as we are concerned, the ideal organ-

ization would be one that bends to current circumstances (preferably

anticipated future ones), takes advantage of chance events, makes capital

of its competitors' - and its own - mistakes, and indulges in strategic and

tactical innovations.85

Even before its experimental series was concluded, the Air Force

expressed interest in training applications. In February 1953, Major Gen-

eral Frederic H. Smith, Jr, the Vice Commander of the Air Defense

Command, led a group of colleagues to the System Research Laboratory

to observe the Cowboy experiment. The following month, General Smith

authorized a Joint ADC-RAND study to determine whether the laborat-

ory's simulation could be adapted into a training exercise for air defense

crews. Their report, released in May, recommended that the Air Force

immediately adopt the 'System Training Program' of the RAND group. In

August (still 1953), RAND was awarded an ADC contract to design a

simulation based on the group's experiments in developing crew efficiency.

By August of the following year, RAND researchers had equipped the air

control and warning station at Boron, California, with the first System

Training Program, soon followed by simulation packages installed at the

other sites of the 27th Air Division headquartered in San Bernadino,

California. Pleased with its efficacy, in October 1954 the Air Force high

command ordered the RAND System Research Laboratory team to set up

System Training programmes at all 150 air defense centres throughout the

nation.86 Scores of new personnel were hired, and a new administrative

division was created at RAND to manage the contract. By October 1956,

the System Training personnel and effort had grown so massive that they

appeared to swamp RAND's proper research activities. Therefore, the

Board of Directors decided to spin off the System Development Division

from the RAND organization and establish a separate nonprofit institu-

tion, the System Development Corporation. After 1955, all US air defense
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crews were trained with simulated packages from the former RAND

research group.87

Game Design

Role-playing games and the man-machine experiments had several fea-

tures in common. They both reproduced an environment within which

decisions about war-fighting would be made. They both created deliber-

ately stressful situations, to press participants to a pitch of intensely serious

engagement. The game-situation incorporated unexpected events so as to

provoke the participants to respond creatively, and to promote adaptive

learning. However, given the importance of producing a realistic but

challenging scenario, it was hard to know whether or not the simulation

was adequate to an unobtainable, future referent.

One of the chief difficulties in modelling war lay in insuring an

adequate correspondence between the behaviour of the simulated phe-

nomena and the presumed conditions of the combat environment.88 In

working with the uncertainties of future war, game-designers faced the

following dilemmas: how could one responsibly generalize from available

experimental evidence to simulations of war? Specifically, what was the

relation between the data derived from the series of single-strike tests at

the proving grounds and the extrapolations employed in simulating two-

sided (or more) conflicts, especially when the weaponry of the other side

could only be guessed at? In deriving scenarios for r6le-playing games from

case studies of past conflicts, on what grounds could the analogies

from historical precedents to future nuclear war be justified, and how

could the game scenario be plausibly rendered? Were the uncertainties

regarding the introduction of new weapons technologies, unexpected de-

velopments, accidents and other imponderables involved in anticipating

future history sufficiently folded into the play of the model?89 These

problems could be resolved only provisionally. RAND analyst Olaf Helmer

stressed the ad hoc character of the simulation:

[The operations analyst] must nevertheless construct a model as best he

can, where both the structure of the model and its numerical inputs may

be based merely on intuitive insight and limited practical experience.90

Similarly, RAND analyst E.S. Quade emphasized the intuitive, artful

nature of simulations:

In these analyses, we have to do some things that we think are right but

that are not verifiable, that we cannot really justify, and that are never

checked in the output of the work. Also we must accept as inputs many

relatively intangible factors derived from human judgement.9l

Foregrounding intuition reoriented strategic simulations to a far remove

from the normative rationality of policy analysis. What can we make of

statements that tendered an inexplicable feeling for the dynamic of play? To

begin with, I interpret these comments about game design as a resort to an
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aesthetic idiom of rendering and grasping the totality of a crisis. Designing a

game, simulation or model can be understood as equivalent to drafting a

concrete world-picture of the Cold War. Likewise, apprehending the tangle

of influence and disruption wrought by a host of incompatible variables,

tendencies and interests could approximate an aesthetic appreciation of the

particular intelligibility of a novel, a painting, a drama. While not every

author made use of the resemblance between modelling and gaming and

the fine arts, certainly within the operations research literature, the formu-

lation of a war-game, systems analysis or simulation was regularly de-

scribed as an ingenious fabrication with few leading principles.92 Norman

Dalkey observed: 'At present, the construction of a simulation is almost

entirely an intuitive art'.93 And Olaf Helmer elaborated: 'There is no

theory of operational gaming. ... Gaming ... is still very much in the

nature of a craft and thus calls for an artisan's approach to be understood

and appreciated'.94 Thirty years later, the Naval operations researcher

Peter Perla forthrightly articulated an aesthetic notion of gaming: 'Game

design has no real formalisms. Instead, it is dominated by individual style

and by fashion, and in that respect is more like painting than other

arts'.95

Serious Play: The Experience of Gaming

Occasionally, analysts involved in war-gaming displayed a certain sheepish-

ness when confronted with its closer resemblance to the fine arts rather

than the formally calibrated matrices of game-theory. While not an official

secret, war-gaming in this period was reluctantly acknowledged in the

public media. It would be unseemly to advertise that the nation's military

experts were enacting the next war with miniatures and markers, stage sets

and role-playing dramas which 'offer the players the whole world as a

theatre'.96 Hence Eisenhower's Acting Secretary of State, Christian Herter,

was quite willing to sponsor political-military war games at MIT in 1958

'provided that he did not have to tell Congress the State Department was

"playing games" '.97 Similarly, the Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not

publicize the establishment of its gaming group in 1961. Analysts travelling

within the RAND-Cambridge-Pentagon nexus would have heard about

war games played at RAND and MIT and, no doubt, had anticipated the

eventual establishment of a JCS-level research group. However, the public

at large remained unaware of this development until news of the Pentagon

games was leaked by Milton Caniff in his nationally syndicated comic strip,

Steve Canyon, on 9 June 1963 (see Figure 1).

Apparently some members of the JCS gaming agency sought to create

favourable publicity among the armed forces. Because cartoon protagonist

Steven Canyon was a gallant Air Force officer, Caniff was quite popular

with Air Force personnel. He was regularly briefed about bases and service

matters as possible material for his comic strip saga.98 Sometime in 1963,

Caniff was invited to observe one of the Pentagon exercises, which he

subsequently featured in his 9 June strip. The JCS were dumbfounded by
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FIGURE 1
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also hit the fan. The embarrassment (and extensive kidding) they endured

Source: Milton Caniff Collection, The Ohio State University Cartoon Research Library.

Reprinted by kind permission of the Caniff Estate.

the unexpected disclosure. While the comic strip did not provoke focused

national attention to war-gaming as feared, Lincoln Bloomfield recalled:

When to their chagrin [Caniff] went public and the strip hit the street, it

also hit the fan. The embarrassment (and extensive kidding) they endured

in-house caused the folks in the Pentagon basement to vow never again to
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make the mistake of allowing an uncleared round-bottomed civilian on

the premises.9

Advocates were understandably reluctant to use the word 'game' to

describe these practices, far preferring 'simulation', since gaming seemed

an unsuitable name for rehearsals of general war. In reviewing the lit-

erature, I was struck by the use of the phrase 'serious play' to characterize

gaming in a number of articles that introduced the practice to military

audiences.100 Serious play connoted the prevailing atmosphere of solem-

nity, the great expense of buying computer time and assembling gaming

facilities, and the allocation of scores of researchers who devoted months

to game design and preparation. Grim as war games were, they were also

enormously enthralling. Lincoln Bloomfield commented:

To someone who is not a psychological expert, it is nothing short of

astonishing to see grown men abandon their families, forget their worldly

obligations, and engage their personalities and intellects so completely in

a simulated role. Perhaps show business learned this a long time ago.'10

While every author on gaming made valiant attempts to cast gaming as

a sober research method, Bloomfield and other early observers of war-

gaming also seemed to understand that their fancy for the digital com-

puter, for man-machine simulation, for role-playing international crises

could be unmasked as infatuated make-believe. Some critical participants

dubbed the vogue for gaming and simulation in the 1950s and 1960s as 'a

political psychological art form','02 'the process of creating an imaginary

universe',103 'social science fiction',104 'stagecraft'.105 In fact, Bloomfield

wrote that during its first decade, gaming's 'only truly demonstrable value

... was entertainment'.'06 War-gaming's resemblance to theatre could not

be avoided, and was occasionally addressed in an effort to contain the

analogy. For example, in the first public discussion of war-gaming in the

Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (in 1964), a commentator quipped: 'I'm

afraid that before I finish, you will associate our efforts more with those of

Cecil B. DeMille than John Von Neumann, but that would be too harsh a

judgement'.107 For the most part, the exponents of war-gaming refrained

from drawing upon the larger cultural meanings of play, such as symbol-

making, dreams and jokes of all kinds, by subjecting 'serious play' to

stipulative definitions.

The most important quality of the war game from which it derived its

realism was its dynamism - that is, its 'process and playability'.'08 This was

the foremost meaning of serious play. Clayton Thomas and Walter Deemer

specified:

Although simulation and Monte Carlo methods are often used in gaming

we feel that the essence of operational gaming lies rather in its emphasis

on the playing of a game. There is playing to formulate a game, playing to

solve a game, and playing to impart present knowledge of a game.'09
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Similarly, Bloomfield characterized the processual quality of gaming as

'setting into motion ... a self-sustaining chain reaction which develops a

life and a momentum of its own'.110

Implicit in the vitality of play was the idea that the outcome of any

game was uncertain, however inherently constrained by the rules and

opening scenario. 'The sequential interaction of the actors ... lead[s] them

to unforeseen choice-points'. " This was, for Bloomfield, the unique merit

of gaming. Like the violent rush of crises themselves, one could not

anticipate the consequences of the players' serial moves until they unfolded

in completed play. Uncertainty was the context within which players were

trained to make decisions on the basis of incomplete information. Clark

Abt, one of the formidable game designers of the period, explained:

'Gaming is a series of if-then decisions structured like a tree. There is

uncertainty at every branch of a decision-making tree'. The more in-

tricately designed the game is, the greater the semblance of contingency

and, therefore, the greater the realism of the play and, more importantly

for research and training, the 'more complex the branching structure is, the

greater the likelihood that an unexpected outcome will result'.112

The dynamism and contingency of game-play, the sense that anything

can happen, lent to the game the appearance of realism as much as the

carefully stage-managed environments. War-gaming was realistic because

gaming imparted a unique experience. Thus, RAND analyst Robert Specht

interrupted the thread of commentary in a 1958 essay with the aside, 'A

war game teaches both intellectually and emotionally - it is an experience

one lives through. You and I should not be talking about a war game - we

should be playing one'."3 Following Specht's lead, let us turn now to the

qualities of the experience which various authors identified for the several

modes of gaming. Gaming experience was characterized as a stimulus to

group creativity, a training of intuition, the creation of a parallel world, and

as synthetic history.

RAND researchers grounded the efficacy of war games as a research

technique in emergent theories in group dynamics and creativity.14 In fact,

gaming neatly encompassed nearly all of the leading problems posed by a

committee of elite social scientists who, in a statement in February 1958,

proposed the utility of behavioural science for the prosecution of the Cold

War. Of nine suggested fields of behavioural research, five were pertinent

to war-gaming: creativity, 'human performance capabilities under stress',

decision process, group functioning and man-machine system design. For

example, the call for National Support for Behavioral Science identified the

social value of individual creativity as 'the ability to produce new in-

tellectual discoveries', and suggested federal funding for investigations of

'the conditions under which creative activity flourishes'."15 Its description

of group dynamics was equally relevant to the research aims of the war-

gamers at RAND.116

Gaming was a prime candidate for the exploration of group dynamics

and decision-making. Its participants shared a common framework as the
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basis for interdisciplinary dialogue. Building on the RAND practice of

convening cross-disciplinary project teams, Alexander Mood remarked:

It is a plausible assumption that a carefully organized combination of

[participants'] knowledge into a single self-consistent whole would prove

a much firmer basis for decisions than, say, a round-table discussion

among the experts.117

The specificity of the scenario, the recruitment of a pool of diverse

specialists and the dynamic unfolding of open-ended play shaped the game

experience into something rather different than a seminar discussion. In

their retrospective account of a war game played at RAND in 1962, T.A.

Brown and E.W. Paxson singled out the integration of players into a

cohesive group as the unique merit of war-gaming.

After the [game] plays, the project participants ... had a common

vocabulary and body of artificial experience which enabled them to

communicate with one another with a degree of clarity and precision

which had been impossible before.s1

While we could understand gaming intuition as projecting the world-

picture of a specific Cold War crisis, filtered through the personalities of the

players and the organizational culture of the sponsoring institution, gaming

experience produced more than a feeling for the gestalt of a crisis. Nearly

every commentator sought to account for its distinctive emotional in-

tensity.119 In 1965, Bloomfield's colleagues at MIT published the results of

their survey of the participants in the nine games conducted at the Center

for International Studies since 1958. Quantifying the degree of emotional

involvement felt by players during these exercises, 64.9% of the respon-

dents marked the variable 'extreme or intense'.120 Role-playing crises

seemed to elicit from the gamers the same deportment they would be

expected to display during a genuine crisis. Bloomfield and an associate

mused: 'The single most highly valued quality of the political exercise is

that professional players are seen to act essentially as they act in real life'.'21

A respondent in the 1965 survey reasoned: 'You're looking at live people

who are your peers coping with genuine problems as they might arise, and

doing so under strong competitive and professional pressure to perform

well'.'22 So enthralling was the game-world that the players broke away

only reluctantly. 'Coming out of a role is a little like coming out of a deep

sleep after a particularly vivid dream', Bloomfield wrote, 'It takes time for

the carry-over of emotional content from the game to reality to wear

off'. 123

For the participants, the very intensity of play situated the game as a

special kind of lived experience.'24 Unlike the discontinuous reality of a

dream or even a theatrical spectacle, gaming was an intersubjective process

of which memories could be formulated, records made, actions and

decisions evaluated. RAND analyst Olaf Helmer introduced a paper on

gaming by emphasizing its experiential quality, for which his text could

only be a colourless substitute.125 Bloomfield called the game 'a laboratory
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in which [crisis] events can be lived through experimentally'.'26 Another

game designer claimed that it provided 'anticipatory experience'.127

Simulation had long been recognized as an instrument for training.

Unlike field experiments, the war games could elicit behaviour unavailable

in any other forum.128 A colonel in the Air Command and Staff College

wrote:

It is ... [now] possible to glimpse the elusive and manifold shape of future

conflicts and to harden, by fictional exposure, the officers who may some

day come face to face with the hideous visage of the real thing.129

Many gamers employed the term 'synthetic experience' to describe game-

play, and justified it along the lines RAND analyst Norman Dalkey

proposed:

The requirement to prepare for potential conflicts with weapons of a

radically new sort, where previous experience gives little guidance, im-

posed the necessity for developing a substitute for experience; and simula-

tion is precisely a technique for creating synthetic experience.'30

Outcomes of Gaming

As we have seen, in the case of the political exercises at RAND in 1955 and

1956, the very men who designed, tested, toyed with and modified their

games and simulations occasionally felt troubled about the decidedly

unscientific benefits bestowed upon players by synthetic experience. The

value of gaming and simulation seemed nebulous indeed. In its frankest

formulation, operations researcher George Morganthaler sighed: 'Under-

standing gained through simulation may enable human judgement to intuit

a good solution'.131

Perhaps it would encourage innovation as a preparatory phase for

conventional analysis. A RAND report describing a 1962 game framed its

purpose in these terms. 'Its purpose is to act as a stimulus for research ...

to provide an intuitive, preliminary, and gross evaluation of alternative

strategies or instrumentalities ...'.132 Gaming's potential for stimulating

creativity was frequently emphasized in the literature.133 For example,

Richard Barringer and Barton Whaley remarked: 'Gaming stretches the

limits of one's imagination, of one's notions of the plausible and the

possible, and one's awareness of the role of the unanticipated in inter-

national affairs'. 34

In his briefings on war-gaming, Herman Kahn repeatedly emphasized

the value of attention to unanticipated and improbable events. Following

the principle of preparing for a range of possible wars, he recommended

that the game not be limited to the investigation of probable crises, but in

fact should deliberately probe improbable but 'interesting' predicaments.

He explained:

Often relatively improbable situations are very interesting because if they

occur they are so extraordinarily important. That is, the game should be
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guided into a study of situations about which one wishes to be educated,

and not simply because one thinks they are most likely to happen.

While the exercise of imagining the enemy's best strategies could occasion-

ally reward a player with unexpected insights, Kahn suggested that it was

'probably wrong to think of the war game as portraying the future'. Since

future crises would involve uniquely improbable events, 'it is clear that

some very improbable events are sure to occur .. .'.35 While one could not

anticipate these unforeseen happenings, certainly some elements of future

crises would be constrained by existing arrangements. Therefore, he sur-

mised, a war game focused on these constraints on enemy behaviour might

indeed engender timely precautions.

The turn towards the improbable but interesting scenario was shared

by other (but not all) gaming practitioners. For example, at the First War

Games Symposium in 1961, a researcher in the Naval Warfare Analysis

Group affirmed that game-worlds which incorporated 'bizarre elements

having no clear cut counterparts in the real world' could be useful

inasmuch as they modelled interesting problems. Like Kahn, he

maintained:

The imaginary world [i.e. the game-world] is changed by induction from

observations of the real world ... and the real is changed by manipulation

suggested by deduction from the imaginary.136

In other words, the game-world could and ought to give rise to real-world

policy.

Yet something as definitive as policy would rarely come from gaming.

Unlike problems resolved by analytic techniques, topics addressed by

simulations were implicitly uncertain. The Chief of the Joint War Games

Agency, Rear Admiral Clyde Van Arsdall, Jr, remarked:

These groups have been trying to give better answers to some very

nebulous problems. They don't give answers, however, they produce

studies. ... I think all that we are doing in this field is trying to put a better

handle on problems for which no one has the final answer, to get a

better feel that will allow the decision makers to come out with the most

reasonable answers to the total problem.'37

In other words, war-gaming and simulation problems were non-calculable,

and would not result in a clear optimization. Instead, one had to examine

the results of the first trial, readjust hypotheses and, perhaps, one's

objectives, and commence the next trial. Working with a simulation tacitly

relied on the research team's intuition and artful understanding of the

data; there could be no general methodology which would compel an

interpretation.

Whereas the accent on group creativity led gamers to probe novel

situations, gaming could also refresh familiar problems by providing a

vehicle for insight - another suggestive but nebulous topic of interest to the

Cold War community of the 1950s. Insight was ritually invoked in every
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discussion of gaming in the period,'38 and yet what was it exactly? In the

course of detailing the current state of research in the behavioural sciences,

including studies of thinking processes, the Behavioral Sciences Subpanel

of President Kennedy's Science Advisory Committee defined insight as

'the achievement of understanding, particularly when it takes place sud-

denly and dramatically. It is a genuine, if elusive, phenomenon'.139 In some

gaming formulations, insight seemed to mean lucidly grasping the dynamic

ensemble of components as it appeared as a total system. W.L. Archer

employed the term in this manner:

The tactical game provides a simulated battle experience for the military

players from which it is possible to gain considerable insight into the key

factors and critical interaction between the major tactical systems.140

On the other hand, insight was sometimes treated as an indefinable good,

the fruit of the players' tacit knowledge. Thus, Clayton Thomas remarked

that the game was 'a mechanism for eliciting "buried" knowledge from

experts, files, latent sources of all kinds, and then assembling it into a

coherent totality that provides a test context'.141

Moving from the lucid systems perspective to the whimsy of imagina-

tion and feeling, gamers elided the cognitive thrust of insight with the even

more indeterminate faculty of intuition. For example, in the Second War

Games Symposium, a Navy analyst, Tapp Taves, described fleet simulation

as 'a training device for aiding intuitional development'.142 Given the

difficulty in identifying the delicate cognitive work of intuition, let us

sample a number of statements referring to gaming intuition from which

we might elicit its usage. From 1957, Thomas and Deemer wrote:

Although there are no formal criteria to indicate when the game has been

adequately solved, [the analyst] will judge intuitively when it is safe to

draw conclusions. Meanwhile, with each successive play, his feeling for

the game increases.'43

From 1961, Taves commented:

Because of the rapid changes taking place in the nature of weapons

systems and, therefore, in the nature of warfare, a considerable amount of

intuition enters into [decision makers'] judgement."44

Accordingly, non-analytic gaming had been introduced into the Navy to

supplement officer experience. Also from 1961, Morganthaler wrote:

The analyst can see, understand, and develop more intuition for the

operation being simulated than he can by reading computer outputs.'45

From 1964, Edwin Paxson wrote:

War gamers are invariably serendipitists ... it was found that rudimentary

[military] intelligence would establish a good feel for the attacker's de-

ployment schedule ...146
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And finally, from 1965, Barringer and Whaley wrote:

It is believed that the planner will acquire more of a 'feel' for the timing,

logistics, political implications, and other aspects of the problem than he

would in the absence of the game experience.147

Not only did gamers regard the exercises as a gestalt experience, they

cast the total event - which included the game scenario and background

papers, the experience of play, and the subsequent record of game trans-

actions, up to and including the post-game assessment - as a species of

forecasted or synthetic history.148 The shift from synthetic history to future

history was not a great leap. Herman Kahn extolled the merits of fabricat-

ing future history. From 1961 onwards, he and his associates at the

Hudson Institute devised a series of Alternative Future Worlds as 'sub-

stitutes for relevant knowledge, experiment, judgement, perception, in-

sight, and intuition'.149 He argued that these imaginative forays should be

understood as 'artificial "case histories" and "historical anecdotes" to

make up to some degree for the paucity of actual examples'.150

The Problem of Realism

The narrative framework for synthetic history, the scenario, was the kernel

of the war-game. Purposing to provide a forum for experience, the inven-

tion of a scenario presented the designer with a distinctly literary, even

historiographical problem. Perla expressed the idea most succinctly: 'De-

signing a wargame is more akin to writing an historical novel than proving

an algebraic theorem'.'51 Early in the 1950s, researchers recognized the

categorical difference between mathematically-informed games and the

unstructured operational exercise. For example, in 1954, Mood hailed war

gaming as 'a method for solving problems previously thought to be ...

answerable only by appeal to the judgement of experts. [These] problems

... cannot be detached, for purposes of investigation, from their natural

context'.152 Certainly, we can recognize a parallel between game scenarios

and literary art. First, scenarios presented a world-picture. They could not

be deracinated from the cultural and historical situation, and were oriented

towards the totality. Second, as Goldhamer and Speier noted in 1959, to

capture the complexity of Cold War crises, scenarios ought not be simpli-

fied, quantified and rationalized.153 And finally, also like the novel, scen-

arios could delineate several streams of interaction simultaneously. 54

Because of its unanalytic, relatively unstructured and narrative organ-

ization, gaming was approached with as much caution as enthusiasm, for

how could group story-telling resolve operational conundrums? Regarding

'the general uncertainty of the results of research', Clayton Thomas (of the

Air Force's Operations Analysis Office) remarked:

The three-room war game ... is properly restricted in its employment to

those problems where it seems that 'nothing else will work'. In a typical

application, therefore, prior efforts to simplify the problem further have

failed and the residual formulation is full of complexities.155
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Ambivalence about gaming's resemblance to literature was not limited

to the helter-skelter ferment of the scenario. Following the thread of

systems thinking, the gamers sought to bring to mind everything of

importance in its design and course of play.'56 On the one hand, since a

major war would batter every department of life, there was the potential for

game designers, in their simulations of reality, to expand the reach of their

models, apparently, into infinitely complex details. But at the same time, in

their exploration of the branches of alternative possibilities, they were

determined to set upper and lower boundaries, limits and constraints of

every kind on to that surging impulse towards the Weltbild. In other words,

in war-game design, one discerns the wish to cast a richly furnished world,

but sealed off like a terrarium or a tableau in a paperweight. This snug little

world, in which the totality could be grasped all at once, encompasses the

universe of miniature life. The behavioural experiments staged in the

ingenious enclosures of submarines and Arctic bases,157 the maps, chits

and rule-books of board games, the intricate disarray of model railroad

networks,158 and the plaster-moulded, landscaped table-top terrains of toy

soldiering, all contributed to the propriety and ultimate acceptance of the

post-war microcosm.

The congruence between the model and actual future war, especially

thermonuclear war, could be posed as a question of the model's realism.

Analysts of the period recognized this as a genuine problem.159 At the 1955

Michigan Conference on War Games, the conference attendees made an

attempt to offer a pragmatic definition of gaming realism. They wrote:

The approach to realism is to provide an environment that will elicit from

the subject ... the same response ... as would be elicited by the corres-

ponding real-world situation. Once this condition is satisfied ... all useful

realism (perhaps validity is a more appropriate term here) has been

achieved.160

The Michigan terminology did not resolve the issue. In 1958, Specht

remarked:

We have not settled the question of the realism of a war game. This is a

problem that ... runs far deeper than the superficial aspects of rich detail

or enormous complexity.'16

Three years later, West Churchman elevated its importance, taking it to be

the leading puzzle of the field: 'We can say that now the most significant

problem of operations research is the problem of realism'.162

Game design stalled on the range and degree of detail thought neces-

sary to flesh out the scenario.163 This was an unavoidable predicament

which had confronted the inventors of the modern war game, the 19th

century Prussian father and son, von Reisswitz. How much elaboration

was warranted? How much was obfuscatory?

The game of von Reisswitz ... immediately encountered the basic di-

lemma that has always plagued simulation - the opposition between

faithfulness of representation and easiness of play or manipulation.164
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The preoccupation with instilling a sense of reality among participants by

piling on political, social and operational details opened the question of

determining what sort of realism was pertinent to the game-world. For the

authors of the Operations Research Society's prize-winning essay of 1957,

Clayton Thomas and Walter Deemer, the 'appearance of realism' was both

a benefit and an encumbrance. For one thing, the game experience

aroused an exaggerated sense of realism. Gaming established a mood of

enthusiasm and commitment to the lessons derived from the particulars of

play. Thomas wrote elsewhere: 'There is general uplifting of spirits with the

hope that laboratory simulation will give a good factual grounding to all

manner of theory of human behavior in military systems. All of these

emotional responses evidence a striving for reality'. The fact that it was an

experience - an event - risked assigning too much authority to the insights

elicited in a game. Thomas added: 'One is fascinated by the appearance of

real events unfolding before one's eyes, and may forget that the appearance

does not in itself prove or disprove the reality or faithfulness of the

representation'. 65 Furthermore, Thomas and Deemer repeatedly observed

the exceptional conviction that players often demonstrated in general

principles derived from a single trial of a game scenario. They remark:

'Despite the absence of logical proof, operational gaming inspires its

practitioners with a remarkable confidence in its results. Sometimes an

implausible result is accepted with special relish because of its implaus-

ibility'. Hence, for Thomas and Deemer, as for most gamers, realism

'induce[d] an ambivalent attitude towards elaboration'. More ominously,

they cautioned that the urge to festoon the game scenario with secondary

issues was a 'temptation' that 'court[ed] delusion'.166 What they meant by

'realism' was the sort of novelistic accumulation of detail that contributed

to the simulation's verisimilitude. However, the nature of the reality that

the war game sought to reproduce was obscure. By enumerating many

variables and irregularities in the game structure and scenario, game

formulators were tempted to suppose that greater refinement would cumu-

latively convey the ineffables of politico-military conflict. Game scenarios

seemed to draw from an anecdotal sensibility in which a jumble of details

revealed in episodic moves in an atmosphere of uncertainty and incomplete

information evoked a sense of reality.

Yet, for many game designers, simulation was also akin to a scientific

experiment, and therefore should conform to the criteria of scientific

realism.'67 Thus, over against the thick description of story-telling, the

long-standing experimental principle counselled representing only the

essential structure of a phenomenon, the isolation of which might distort

the verisimilitude. The grounds for eschewing the semblance of reality lay

not in the suitability of the literary aesthetic for casting the totality of the

experimental microcosm, but rather, some quality or 'demand of realism'

in the nature of the phenomenon to be gamed made it proof against a

meticulously empirical, contextual representation. Clearly, one could not

draw a one-to-one correspondence between a simulation of nuclear war

and its putative reality - the 'demand of realism' (that is, the weight of real
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uncertainty) blocked this possibility. Given the fact that simulations of war

would necessarily involve idealization, for Thomas and Deemer, the scien-

tific notion of the real aspired to by modelling would aim for an un-

adorned, quantified schematic of a process. That is to say, the model of the

scientifically real would capture the essence but not the appearance of a

phenomenon, preferably quantified, aggregated and subject to analytic

solution. Thus, in the course of complaining about the incoherent findings

of role-playing, they offered the striking difference between the starker

configuration of the scientifically real and the quasi-literary compunctions

of war gaming.

Using ... [scientific] analytic techniques, there is often the goal of

establishing upper and lower bounds. ... In using operational gaming,

however ... one has no such sure guide to the adequacy of a proposed

solution. Thus it is often not known to what extent the addition of

complication inhibits the process of solution. As a consequence, there is

a tendency in gaming to overemphasize the desirability of elabor-

ation .. .168

Many authors echoed the observation that literary realism was a trap

which, as Archer suggested, 'may gave the player a false sense of secur-

ity'.169 This was not a professional secret, but the openly-acknowledged

root of gaming's controversial status in 1961. Gaming enthusiasts and

critics sought to come to terms with the problem in eager discussions at

briefings, post-game assessment sessions, conferences and symposia.

The Debate About Realism

Colloquy over the status of gaming became so much the norm at pro-

fessional meetings that Edwin Paxson inserted a brief dialogue between

critics and advocates in his RAND research memorandum on war-gaming.

His exchange offers a fair representative of the sorts of complaints and

rejoinders arising in these debates. His Critic accused players of being too

credulous of findings from a single game; designers of 'confusing their

model with reality', and of providing spurious details which could not be

checked against field experiments or other data. In turn, his Protagonist

retorted: 'War gaming is not an exercise in mass self-hypnosis. But the

players do become convinced that a war game is an experiment, un-

doubtedly imperfect. They know that intuition and judgement intervene'.

Moreover, a jumble of details were required precisely because the game

designer sought to encompass the context of the crisis. Finally, games were

played so as to discover which factors ought to be foregrounded in

operational planning. Only then could extraneous material be discerned as

irrelevant. 170

Given the fact that games were regarded both as synthetic history and

as laboratory experiments, eventually they were used to generate opera-

tional data. In the absence of empirical sources, the phenomena taking

place in the course of play, as well as game outcomes, acquired the aura of

well-founded fact. 'As we recede from such sources of empirical data as
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World War II and Korea, an ability to generate synthetic battlefield facts

becomes increasingly important', Sterne reflected: 'Such game outputs are

valuable through being, often, the only operational details that can be

obtained about novel military actions, or with novel forces, or under novel

conditions'.17' Not only were simulations of nuclear or future war used to

generate data, but Hausrath recounted the story of a field experiment that

was requested by Army game designers when they discovered that there

was no available information about how to pinpoint fire from an anti-tank

weapon. A field experiment was performed, and the resulting data were

plugged into the original SYNTAC game. He pointed out:

Here was an example of a game that established a requirement for field

tests. The field tests in turn yielded data that enabled the [SYNTAC]

game to solve problems not previously within the capability of operations

research analytical study.172

Clearly, there was some utility in employing simulations for planning.

However, the gaming community was split as to how to assess the sound-

ness of this 'synthetic operational data'. They fretted over whether they

would be able to sift through the 'gamed' phenomena which followed from

initial rules, conditions and aggregated data, and espy the more pertinent

findings. Archer commented: 'It is frequently a subtle and complex prob-

lem to be quite clear as to what is the real output of a game and what is

only an apparent outcome and is in fact directly derived from the starting

conditions or the rules.' The outcome of a game was likely to be a

consequence of its design, and not the result of player participation, nor

could it be an objective finding. Archer warned that there were 'definite

limits to the resolution' of the war-game. The assessment of game-gen-

erated data should always make reference to the initial scenario, game rules

and inputs. Within those constraints, the analyst should regard game

results as occurrences derived from rules that created 'opportunities for

these to have happened'.17 In other words, game outcomes corresponded

to the game logic, and only secondarily, or indirectly, to the actual world.

Clark Abt pointed out that there appeared to be no positive grounds for

evaluating the resulting findings. While clearly invalid games could be

disregarded by reference to real-world phenomena, 'there does not seem to

be any objective method for determining the degree of validity of not

completely invalid models'.'74 Ultimately, the problem could be resolved

only by resort to the final decision maker's intuition and judgement.l75

Discussants at the Second War Games Symposium heatedly examined

this topic.176 George Pugh, the Deputy Assistant Director for Weapons

Evaluation and Control at the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency,

asserted that in reviewing game results, the supervisor's intuition played a

central role by prompting him to attend to various factors. In cases where

findings from computer simulations 'didn't jibe' with his intuition, he

ordered his team to rework their model. Often they uncovered mistakes.

Just as frequently, after revisiting their design, his team would return to

explain the vagaries of the result with him in depth, which in turn 'revised'
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his intuition [149]. In contrast to Pugh's standpoint as ultimate arbiter of

his research team's findings, E.W. Girard, an operations analyst from the

Army's RAC office, rejoined that in his opinion, 'The most valuable

answers from any OR technique, including games, [were] correct answers

that disagreed with the intuition of the military'. The counter-intuitive

results of gaming were the raison d'etre of operations research: 'We are

coming up with something that they just wouldn't have ever gotten around

to by themselves' [150]. Into this round-robin of self-congratulation, the

Chief of the Air Battle Analysis Center, Colonel Melvin Slate, interjected

that he was uneasy about relying on intuition 'because you have to worry

about the station in life of the person exercising the intuition'. Only a few

years earlier, decision-makers with no experience with gaming and com-

puter simulation would habitually discredit these findings - he 'would

believe nothing in which he had not personally participated'. In this case,

intuition acted as an impediment to the advancement of long-range

planning. Now, the situation was reversed - gamers worked for decision-

makers who 'believed everything without questions' [150].177

The Symposium members broached the tricky problem of whether or

not to believe the results of a game as though it were a simple output from

an impenetrable black box. The Chief of the Joint War Games Agency, Rear

Admiral Clyde Van Arsdall, declared that he had no choice but to defer to

the findings of the professional gamers.

I received some advice from some ... operations analysts when I first

became Chief of the Joint War Games Agency. ... They told me that the

biggest mistake I could make was to get lost in the guts of a computer,

which was not my business. They pointed out that this job was one of

organizational supervision, and that I had to trust the people who knew

the routines and technical details. Well, I do trust them. I could care less

about how one of your programmers starts at the beginning and comes

out at the end, because I think you know more about that than we do. If

we can pose the problem and you can run a routine that will give us the

answers, fine. [147]

Not everyone assumed a sanguine faith in the professionals. A discussant

from IBM (Kornbluth) offered the contrary experience in which he

frequently encountered complaints from patrons of games and simulations,

who protested: 'When I play the game ... I have to take some egghead's

word that indeed these models are realistic and accurate. I don't really

understand the model, and no matter how you try to convince me, I will

always have some doubt about how I can use the results for decision

making'. They begged him to build 'simple-minded games' whose assump-

tions and routines were intelligible to laymen. Only then could they make

an informed evaluation of its results: 'I then might feel more confident

about using the results for actual decision-making' [144-45].

Was it a matter of deciphering the assumptions behind the game

design, managerial incompetence or lack of time? One panelist (Sigurdson)

remarked: 'Perhaps the biggest problem that exists today is that a war-

game model is extremely difficult to understand. Years are spent in their
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development, and when someone is in a hurry for an analysis, he can't

spend the time to learn all vital details of the model' [133]. Whereas

another game designer and analyst (E.W. Girard) accused decision-makers

of abandoning their responsibilities to probe gaming results: 'They will not

look at the assumptions that constrain the model, and they will not take the

time to read through the explanatory appendices, particularly those that

have all the integrals worked out' [143]. Clearly, not everybody could

appreciate the explanatory appendices. Walter Deemer, the last speaker in

the Symposium, queried at what depth the decision-maker needed to delve

into the black-box of game design. He acknowledged that deadlines

obviated a searching inquiry into every finding, and concluded affably:

Here perhaps more than anywhere else in gaming is the user of games

required to exercise his judgement and intuition: in choosing judiciously

which 'black boxes' to accept without opening, which ones to examine

in detail, and which ones to accept after a careful description by the

author. [174]

Gaming was the vogue of the moment.'78 Its very ambiguity elicited

fascination, ardour and scepticism within the military community. Given

the atmosphere of heightened interest bordering on anxiety regarding

gaming's utility, it is not surprising that every commentator felt obliged to

catalogue its benefits and defects, to offer caution in its use and stake a

position regarding its ultimate value to strategic planning, analysis and

research.

A number of authors addressed the inadequacy of gaming's corres-

pondence to reality, then posed its defects in comparison with conventional

techniques of analysis, research and planning. In these contests, in contrast

to the conventional techniques, gaming gained in richness, subtlety and

intelligibility. For example, in a piece entitled, 'Arms Control Simulation:

The Search for an Acceptable Method', Robert Davis commended gaming

for its ability to represent the complex environment of arms control 'rather

than abstract[ing] it away'. Moreover, the players 'respond to a situation

which resembles as nearly as possible "real life" '. Having posited some

degree of realism to these exercises, Davis forthrightly disconfirmed any

comfortable congruence between the simulation and reality. Pursuing the

minimalist argument, he queried: 'Has the real system been so violated by

our technique that there is not a reasonable degree of similarity between

our conceptual model of reality and the real world?' On the one hand, he

opined morosely, 'Not one of the techniques described is ... adequate; not

one of them can be operationally traced back to the bedrock of reality'.

And yet, he observed, 'There is no reason to believe that the more

traditional approaches ... are necessarily better than simulation and gam-

ing'.179 Likewise, Bloomfield and Whaley probed the same dilemma: 'Can

reality ever be reproduced or even approximated under laboratory condi-

tions, however skilfully attempted? Does what happens in a game bear any

demonstrable relationship to what will happen in real life?' They tempered

the sceptical reach of such a question with the reminder that all research
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must necessarily idealize reality with a model that vastly simplified the

world's 'infinite number of variables'. Thereupon, they proposed the more

relevant query as to whether gaming could contribute some further insight

than that yielded by the conventional repertoire of research and analysis,

and tendered a modest vote of confidence for gaming: 'Our impression is

that on some issues - but not on all - it comes closer to reality than many

other methods by isolating an impressive number of the significant vari-

ables that condition fundamental strategic decisions'. On the strength of its

ability to isolate strategic factors, it proved to be a useful optic for

'illuminat[ing] ... some possibilities regarding the future that have not

been examined in such depth before'.180

While gaming was approved in these sober terms, its shortcomings

were bruited more forcefully. Inevitably, the question of realism figured in

many critical assessments. For example, in his 'Introduction to War

Games', Milton Weiner called attention to the absence of real experience

and data for new weapons systems, as well as the pitfalls of drawing

inferences from demonstration tests, field exercises, games and simula-

tions. The application of these findings to future war should be undertaken

gingerly. Since games and simulations posited specific cases, it would be

impossible to know how actual future combat conditions differed from

hypothetical studies. He observed: 'The non-combat conditions are always

different, and we have no acceptable and precise way of relating them to

combat'.'18 Other critics argued that game models were too simple to

afford 'statistical confidence' in their outcomes.182 Others presented a

hodge-podge of complaints over the lack of firm facts, the inadequacy of

modelling such imponderables as group morale and leadership, complex

enemy response, as well as the roiling atmosphere of overly-subjective

game design, arbitration and play.183 Moreover, political scientists pointed

out that gaming inevitably distorted reality. It was likely that 'culture-

bound Americans' would not be able to simulate with veracity the strategy

and decision-processes of their Soviet counterparts.'84

Debates also fulminated as to the quality of knowledge yielded by

gaming. In a retrospective article published in 1973, Bloomfield and an

associate concluded that their war-game was rather more 'a political-

psychological art form' than a proper technique for social science. Bloom-

field had focused exclusively on role-playing 'free-form' games, with an

accent on eliciting tacit knowledge and new ideas. Because of their

minimal constraints, these games enlisted collaboration amounting to co-

authorship from the players. These authors recalled: 'For the first genera-

tion of gaming ... the point was to present players with a horrendous crisis

problem and turn them loose in order to "see what would happen" '. It was

a fruitful technique for brainstorming. At some point, the community of

professional gamers 'seemed to have reached a consensus that for purposes

of policy analysis the PE [Political Exercise] was, at best, a form of

organized mind-blowing, with serendipity the chief objective'. However, its

very amorphism excited criticism from social scientists. They charged

Bloomfield with having exerted 'little effort ... to define inputs and
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measure results in other than gross or intuitive terms'. Rather than

organized mind-blowing, social scientists demanded explicit reference to

ongoing research in social psychology, political science theory, quantifica-

tion of inputs and outs and mathematized analysis. In its current 'free'

form, resting on a narrative and performative structure, one could not

assert conclusive findings from game play. They maintained that 'the lack

of rigorous controls made it impossible to conduct a controlled test of

specific hypotheses except in the most general way'. In turn, Bloomfield

and Gearin defended the merits of sensitive group exploration of a 'plau-

sible' reality against the 'excessive scientism' of their critics: 'It would in

our opinion be a shame to distort the values that already inhere in the PE

for the sake of fidelity to often imperfect and sometimes dubious

theory'. 185

For many observers of the professional craze for war-gaming, its

validity was surely as haplessly imperfect and dubious as (Bloomfield's and

Gearin's jaundiced view of) social science theory. Two prominent ex-

ponents of game theory and decision analysis, Duncan Luce and Howard

Raiffa, seem to have expressed the strategic community's mood when, in

1957, they wrote rather sagely:

[We should like] to see if under any conditions, however limited, the

postulates of the model can be confirmed and, if not, to see how they may

be modified to accord better at least with those cases. It will be an act of

faith to postulate the general existence of these new constructs, but

somehow one feels less cavalier if he knows that there are two or three

cases where the postulates have actually been verified.186

In the case of gaming nuclear war, the model's assumptions could not

satisfy these modest demands for verification. Hence we arrive at the

conundrum of simulating future war. There was no independent way to

validate the findings from any game. One could only submit to an act of

faith. In 1961, Thomas Schelling reflected:

We are poor in alternative ways of studying the phenomena empirically.

... The knowledge we can get from experimenting with a game may not

be comprehensive or terribly reliable, but, compared with what we have or

can get in any other way, it looks good.'87

This motif remained a commonplace in the gaming literature for the next

several decades. Even after 1984, we can read this hapless avowal: 'We are

hard-pressed to develop our understanding of war with only experience,

analysis, and conjecture, yet they are all we have'.'88

The Wager of Gaming

In 1950, Norbert Wiener dramatized the unstable dynamism of the post-

war world with a parable of the woebegone inventor:

We are in the position of the man who has only two ambitions in life. One

is to invent the universal solvent which will dissolve any solid substance,
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and the second is to invent the universal container which will hold any

liquid. Whatever this inventor does, he will be frustrated.'89

War-gaming in this period betrayed the same contradictory aims as

Wiener's hapless scientist-engineer. No matter how artificial and poor the

game, strategists had yet to trust their findings well enough to be able to

plan for the next war. And yet, to satisfy their consciences, strategists were

compelled to dispute the various idealizations invested in the model. To

paraphrase Wiener, whatever the gamer does, he will be frustrated.

I have framed this account of gaming and simulation in light of the

oscillations between faith and insight. The best reason for doing so was that

the war-gamers and simulators themselves regarded their activities in these

anxious terms. The wager of the gamers unfolded within the unstable

atmosphere of dread and confidence. As Herman Kahn observed in 1957,

'A judicious mixture of faith and caution seems to be needed; faith that

seeming difficulties will yield to research and development, caution be-

cause they may not'.'90 His remark neatly captures the ambivalence about

simulation which bedevilled everyone involved in strategic planning in the

1950s. Hypothetical simulations of nuclear war depended for their cogency

upon a pledge of faith. The problem was a simple and dramatic one. Either

the ensemble of the modes of simulation captured enough of the essential

phenomena necessary to terminate war and sustain life so that society

would survive the event of extended nuclear combat, or it erred catastroph-

ically. There were no decisive means to settle the issue epistemologically.

While the solution to the problem of managing the uncertainty of

planning for future nuclear war was formulated as a scientific exercise in

model-building, at the heart of these arguments one finds a kernel of

faithful belief, an irrational wager. The dilemma confronting war-gamers

and nuclear strategists could easily be transposed into Pascal's unconsoling

wager which takes the following form: as to whether God truly exists or

not, he mused:

Infinite Chaos separates us. At the far end of this infinite distance a coin is

being spun which will come down heads or tails. How will you wager?

Reason cannot make you choose either, reason cannot prove either

wrong. 19

The wager is duplicitous and grounded in doubt. It forces one to stake a

claim, yet promises no definitive outcome. And yet one must affirm some

position - it was not possible to be agnostic on the matter. Those analysts

charged with planning a survivable nuclear encounter could not refrain

from unthinkable thoughts.

In conclusion, we can ask whether the ensemble of the modes of

simulating nuclear war could have actually guided the American President

in fighting, terminating, surviving and supervising the reconstruction of

society in the 1950s and early 1960s? While historians of science elucidate

factual errors in the assumptions of war plans and civil defense programmes

of the period, for the historical actors it was an open question. Given the
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uncertainties involved in plotting weapons effects phenomena, battle sce-

narios, social responses and mobilization, it was impossible to determine

any major parameter of a war definitively and positively. Analysts could only

gamble that the modes of simulation captured enough of the basic elements

of the problem, however incompletely and uncertainly.192

Since there was no basis for certitude, Kahn and the other analysts and

planners who employed the modes of simulations, painstakingly and

repeatedly pointed out the fabricated quality of their enterprise. Yet they

justified its legitimacy with the protest that one couldn't be sure that the

science was right, only that the science might be right, and that it was

the only possible approach at that moment. In the face of charges of

arrogance and omniscience, they put the simulation and games of nuclear

war in the place of nothing, and proffered uneasy faith.

Notes
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important, but less probable events. For example, in a problem concerning the

vulnerability of military hardware or an airfield to offensive attack, Kahn suggested a

Monte Carlo estimate which defined the radius of offensive missile damage, the

Circular Probable Error (CEP), as smaller than the actual average: 'Since we are

interested here in destruction, if we Monte Carlo from a distribution defined from a

smaller CEP than that which obtains in the real world, we will find that more of the

interesting processes (hits) happen in the simulated experiments than would happen

naturally' [11]. More generally, importance sampling sampled

... from a distribution other than the one suggested by the problem and then to

carry along an appropriate weighting factor which, when multiplied into the

final results, corrects for having used the wrong distribution. The biasing is

done in such a way that the probability of the sample's being drawn from an
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Thus, importance sampling manipulated the frequency of probabilistic events at will.

Justification for modifying the natural elements of the simulation lay in its interest to

the investigator. In his 1957 paper, Kahn inflated the notion of the 'added degree of

freedom' warranted by Monte Carlo to a Baconian posture of manipulation of, in this

case, improbable but not impossible events. He joked:
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In a Monte Carlo problem, the experimenter has complete control of his

sampling procedure. If, for example, he were to want a green-eyed pig with

curly hair and six toes, and if this event had a non-zero probability, then the

Monte Carlo experimenter, unlike the agriculturalist, could immediately

produce the animal. [5]

Even while enthusiastically affirming the manipulability that Monte Carlo design

afforded to the simulator, we should note that Kahn shifted the discussion to the

potential for error that manipulability equally enjoined. He conceded: 'The calculator

is, of course, confronted with the problem of how far to go in altering the sample'

[11], and he observed that the 'decision about what aspects to concentrate on must be

made early and therefore may easily be made wrongly' [12]. So, for example, in

determining modifications in the sample design, the introduction of bias towards

'interesting' events hindered a straightforward estimate of the distribution function.

Again, paralleling the ambivalence of war-gamers, he pointed out the possibility that

the source of error would not be discernible to the investigator, who would believe the

findings of an apparently acceptable estimate.
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50. The Berlin games were played over two weekends: the first, code-named 'NATO

Planning Conference', took place at Camp David, MD, 8-11 September; the second

game, code-named 'ISA [International Security Affairs] Conference', took place at the

Military Assistance Institute in Arlington, VA, 29 September-1 October: Kaplan, op.

cit. note 12, 302. Researchers can examine Berlin Game records in the National

Security Files in the archives of the John Fitzgerald Kennedy Library, Columbia

Point, Boston, MA 02125-3398. Many of the same records are included in a

document collection, The Berlin Crisis, 1958-1962, published by the National Security

Archive on microfiche in 1992: National Security Archive, 2130 H Street, NW, Suite

701, Washington, DC 20037, USA.

51. T. Schelling, personal correspondence with author (10 December 1998). For an

extensive discussion of the Berlin Games, see transcript, 'Interview with Thomas

Schelling' (20 May 1992), Nuclear History Program, Berlin Crisis Oral History Project,

Center for International Security Studies at Maryland, School of Public Affairs, Van

Munching Hall, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742, USA.

52. The players included DeWitt Armstrong, McGeorge Bundy, Alain Enthoven, Carl

Kaysen, Henry Kissinger, Robert Komer, John McNaughton, Walt Rostow, Henry

Rowen and Seymour Weiss. Kennedy and his brother did not attend. In an endnote,

Kaplan (op. cit. note 12, 418) gives the following archival references for the Schelling

Berlin games: material derived from Documents on NATO Planning Conference,

8-11 September 1961 (FOIA/DoD): Memo to Participants in NATO Planning

Conference and attached scenario documents, 6 September 1961 (National Security

File, Box 82, Germany-Berlin-General, 9/9/61); Memo to Participants in ISA

Conference (29 September-I October), 27 September 1961 (National Security File,

Box 83, Germany-Berlin-Vol. 5 [Partial]); and 'ISA Conference Tentative Time

Schedule' and 'Brief Scenarios'.

53. C. Kaysen, personal correspondence with author (24 December 1998).

54. Allen, op. cit. note 30, 221-22.

55. Kaysen (letter, op. cit. note 53) flatly scoffed at the idea: 'I never heard of the table-

top model about which you speak; and I doubt that it existed'. Schelling (letter, op.

cit. note 51) sceptically suggested that the use of navy miniatures could be illustrative,

but were hardly 'gamed' during the Crisis; rather, 'I can imagine a table-top display of

ships, etc., to help a president visualize the state of affairs in a crisis ...'. Apropos of

the Cuban Missile Crisis, he commented:

The only thing I ever heard about gaming during the Cuban crisis was a

remark somebody reported to me. I think it was in the office of John

McNaughton, then assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security

Affairs. Somebody was reported to have said, 'This crisis sure demonstrates

how realistic Schelling's games are', and somebody responded, 'No,

Schelling's games demonstrate how unrealistic this Cuban crisis is'.

56. The System Research Laboratory experiments were designated as Casey, which took

place between February and June 1952, involving 28 college students as crew

members for a total of 175 hours; Cowboy, which took place in January and February

1953, involving 39 officers and airmen from air defense units, for a total of 182 hours;

Cobra, which took place in January and February 1954, involving 40 officers and

airmen for a total of 182 hours; and Cogwheel, involving 33 officers and airmen in

June 1954 for a total of 56 hours. See William Biel, Description of the Air-Defense

Experiments: I. The Physical and Cultural Environments (Santa Monica, CA: RAND

Corporation, P-661, 17 October 1955), 2-3.

57. Quotations from John Kennedy, 'The Uses and Limitations of Mathematical Models,

Game Theory, and Systems Analysis in Planning and Problem Solution', in John

Flanagan (ed.), Current Trends in Psychology in the World Emergency (Pittsburgh, PA:

University of Pittsburgh Press, 1952), 97-116, at 97, 98 and 113.

58. Robert Chapman and John Kennedy, The Background and Implications of the Systems

Research Laboratory Studies (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, P-740, 21
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September 1955), 1. Also see Chapman, Simulation in RAND's System Research

Laboratory (RAND, P-1074, 30 April 1957); Chapman and Milton G. Weiner, The

History, Purpose and Script of Cogwheel (RAND, P-1105, 24 June 1957).

59. Quotations from R.M. Rauner and W.A. Steger, Game-Simulation and Long-Range

Planning (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, P-2355, 22 June 1961), 25, 17-18

and 25. Such play, they admitted, could hardly be understood to fall within the

bounds of scientific method: 'We acknowledge that these experiences are not of the

type that most of us would call "scientific" in the sense that they form a body of

precepts or principles that have a demonstrable reliability or regularity' [25].

60. Claude Baum, The System Builders (Santa Monica, CA: Systems Development

Corporation, 1981), 17-18. Baum added: 'Its only departure from realism was the

inability to ... erase from the scope tracks representing aircraft that had been shot

down ...'.

61. Biel, op. cit. note 56, 4.

62. Robert Chapman, John Kennedy, Allen Newell and William Biel, 'The System

Research Laboratory's Air Defense Experiments', Management Science, Vol. 5, No. 3

(April 1959), 250-69, at 258. These researchers admitted: 'Our problem was to

maintain the credibility of the environment'. There were a few mishaps in maintaining

the realism of the experiment. For example:

When a plane designed to fly at 125 miles an hour streaked across the

direction center's area at over 1000 miles an hour (the computer dropped a

sign in its calculations), we found it necessary to fabricate the story of a test

missile out of control. We felt that to admit a computational error would

shatter the illusion by giving 'official' recognition to the artificial situation.

[259]

63. Robert Chapman, Description of the Air-Defense Experiments: III. Data Collection and

Processing (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, P-658, 17 October 1955), 4.

64. Researchers' quotations from Chapman et al., op. cit. note 62, 264 and 251.

65. One should remember that in this period so much of the new-fangled weapons

gadgetry, especially the computers, mystified nearly everybody. For example, a news

item that noted the installation of the damage computer at the Navy Electronic

Warfare Simulator, exclaimed: 'With miles of wire and thousands of tubes, the new

installation at the Naval War College is an electronic engineer's dream - big,

complicated and extraordinary': 'Fabulous "War Game" Ready', Naval Aviation News

January 1959), 16-17, at 16.

66. For RAND research specifically on human factors, see Herbert Goldhamer, Human

Factors in Systems Analysis (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, RM-388, 15

April 1950); W.W. Haythorn, Human Factors in Systems Research (RAND, P-2337, 7

June 1961).

67. Quotations from Gilbert Krulee, 'Information Theory and Man-Machine Systems',

Journal of the Operations Research Society, Vol. 2, No. 3 (August 1954), 320-28, at 320,

327 and 328. Earlier, Norbert Wiener had put messages controlling the inputs and

outputs of a communication system at the centre of his cybernetic theory: see N.

Wiener, Cybernetics, or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine

(Cambridge, MA: The Technology Press of MIT, 1949).

68. R. Chapman, with assistance from W. Biel, J. Kennedy and A. Newell, The Systems

Research Laboratory and its Program (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, RM-

890, 7 January 1952), 20.

69. Norbert Wiener famously likened machines (as well as man-machine systems) to

biological organisms.

It is my thesis that the operation of the living individual and the operation

of some of the newer communication machines are precisely parallel. Both

of them have sensory receptors as one stage in their cycle of operation: that

is, in both of them there exists a special apparatus for collecting information
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from the outer world at low energy levels, and for making it available in the

operation of the individual and the machine. ... The information is then

turned into a new form available for the further stages of performance. In

both the animal and the machine this performance is made to be effective

on the outer world. In both of them, their performed action on the outer

world, and not merely their intended action, is reported back to the central

regulatory apparatus.

N. Wiener, The Human Use of Human Beings; Cybernetics and Society (Boston, MA:

Houghton Mifflin, 1950), 15.

70. Chapman et al., op. cit. note 62, 267.

71. Chapman, op. cit. note 68, 21.

72. Chapman & Kennedy, op. cit. note 58, 2. It is worth noting that the SRL's intensive

laboratory efforts in training air defense crews were so successful that when the

RAND division spun off into a separate non-profit company, the System Development

Corporation (SDC) in 1956, in addition to providing analogue training programmes

to the Air Force, the personnel of the SDC directed their experience with the partly

manual continental air defense system to help create the next generation of the air

defense, the more fully automated, computerized SAGE system: see Baum, op. cit.

note 60, Chapter 2.

73. Chapman & Kennedy, op. cit. note 58, 3.

74. Allen Newell, Description of the Air-Defense Experiments; II. The Task Environment (Santa

Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, P-659, 17 October 1955), 2.

75. Chapman et al., op. cit. note 62, 252 (emphasis in original).

76. Chapman, op. cit. note 63, 2.

77. Chapman et al., op. cit. note 62, 262.

78. Chapman & Kennedy, op. cit. note 58, 7.

79. Chapman et al., op. cit. note 62, 251.

80. Chapman & Kennedy, op. cit. note 58, 8.

81. Wiener, op. cit. note 69, 69-71.

82. Chapman et al., op. cit. note 62, 259.

83. Chapman & Kennedy, op. cit. note 58, 10.

84. Ibid., 14.

85. Chapman et al., op. cit. note 62, 267.

86. Baum, op. cit. note 60, 17-19.

87. See T.C. Rowan, Simulation in Air Force System Training (Santa Monica, CA: Systems

Development Corporation, SP-6, 30 April 1957); WR. Goodwin, 'The Systems

Development Corporation and Systems Training', American Psychologist, Vol. 12, No. 8

(August 1957), 524-28.

88. For example, Milton Weiner remarked:

Although it is possible to make many inferences from tests, simulated

exercises, and field studies, we must approach the application of these

results to actual warfare with some caution. The non-combat conditions are

always different, and we have no acceptable and precise way of relating

them to combat.

M.G. Weiner, 'An Introduction to War Games', in Pierre Rosenstiehl and Alain

Ghouila-Houri (eds), Les Choix tconomiques: Decisions Sequentielles et Simulation (Paris:

Dunod, 1960), 256-79, at 275. This sort of anxious query finds a counterpart in

doubt about the nature of the correspondence between the data from missile testing

and extrapolations to missile performance under combat conditions, as explored by

Donald MacKenzie. For example, MacKenzie quotes from testimony before the

Armed Services Committee of the US House of Representatives in 1961:

Who knows whether an intercontinental ballistic missile with a nuclear

warhead will actually work? Each of the constituent elements ... has not
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been tested under circumstances which would be attendant upon the firing

of such a missile in anger.

MacKenzie, op. cit. note 14, 340-68, at 342.

89. The late Jiri Nehnevajsa, long employed as a consultant for the Federal Civil Defense

Administration, compressed the essential problem for civil defense research into the

first two points of this scheme. The last item in this list derives from Herman Kahn's

attention to uncertainty in his memorandum on systems analysis. See Jiri Nehnevajsa,

Civil Defense and Society (Washington, DC: Office of the Secretary of the Army, OCD-

OS-62-267, July 1964); and Kahn & Mann, op. cit. note 1.

90. Olaf Helmer, The Systematic Use of Expert Judgment in Operations Research (Santa

Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, P-2795, September 1963), cited in E.S. Quade,

'Methods and Procedures', in Quade (ed.), Analysis of Military Decisions (Chicago, IL:

Rand McNally, 1964), 149-78, at 150.

91. Ibid., 153.

92. Thus Robert Dorfman affirmed:

Operations research is not a subject-matter field but an approach or method

... It is by no means clearer just what the method is other than that it is

scientific (like all respectable methods), because operations analysts are

typically resourceful and ingenious men who tackle their problems with no

holds barred.

R. Dorfman, 'Operations Research', The American Economic Review, Vol. 50, No. 4

(September 1960), 575-623, at 575. Similarly, C. West Churchman allowed:

It seems oddly premature to speak of what 'operations researchers do' or

'try to do', when the recent beginnings of operations research explicitly

refused to accept the historical precedent of any field and the last decade

has introduced so many different methods, all claiming to be 'cases' of

operations research.

C.W. Churchman, 'Decision and Value Theory', in Ackoff (ed.), op. cit. note 5, 35-64,

at 44.

93. Norman Dalkey, Simulation of Military Conflict (Santa Monica, CA: RAND

Corporation, P-3400, January 1967), 14. Moreover, comprehending the game-

problem was just as taxing to the analytic intelligence as formulating it in the first

place: 'In many instances phenomena are understood rather well in the small ... but

the over-all effect of the interaction of a complex set of such phenomena is not easy to

grasp. This is particularly the situation where new, possibly non-existent, weapons are

concerned and where no operational experience exists' (ibid., 1).

94. Olaf Helmer, Strategic Gaming (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, P-1902, 10

February 1960), 1.

95. Peter Perla, The Art of Wargaming (Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 1990), 184.

96. Quotation from W. McCarty Little, 'The Strategic Naval War Game or Chart

Maneuver', Proceedings of the US Naval Institute (December 1912), cited in Francis

McHugh, Fundamentals of Wargaming (Newport, RI: United States Naval War College,

3rd edn, March 1966), Chapter 1, 25.

97. 'My initial work on gaming, however, began under government auspices, and I confess

to some embarrassment when Millikan, Walt Rostow, and I outlined our plans to

Acting Secretary of State Christian Herter and CIA Director Allen Dulles ... Herter

was more foresighted than I, enthusiastically offering the services of Policy Planning

Staff members for all subsequent MIT games - provided that he did not have to tell

Congress the State Department was "playing games" ': Bloomfield, op. cit. note 44,

784.

98. Allen, op. cit. note 30, 30.

99. L. Bloomfield, personal correspondence with author (9 December 1998).
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100. Three examples: (1) 'Thus we define operational gaming as the serious use of playing

as a primary device to formulate a game, to solve a game, or to impart something of

the solution of a game': Clayton Thomas and Walter Deemer, Jr, 'The Role of

Operational Gaming in Operations Research', Operations Research, Vol. 5, No. 1

(February 1957), 1-27, at 6.

(2) 'Without firing a shot or spilling a drop of blood, they ["a small group of

military and scientific experts"] test concepts for future warfare - five, ten or more

years hence - by "playing" in a very serious way, a large war game': Rogers, op. cit.

note 7, 33.

(3) 'Finally the game is closed and the teams start to play in earnest. They take

on all the deadly purpose of a division war room in a real situation': Major Edgar F.

Musgrove, 'No Game', The Marine Corps Gazette (August 1965), 53-56, at 56.

101. Bloomfield (1960), op. cit. note 45, 62.

102. Lincoln Bloomfield and Cornelius Gearin, 'Games Foreign Policy Experts Play: The

Political Exercise Comes of Age', Orbis, Vol. 16, No. 4 (Winter 1973), 1008-31, at

1027.

103. R.D. Arnold, 'Rules Preparation and Pre-Game Activities', in John Overholt (ed.),

First War Gaming Symposium Proceedings, 30 November 1961 (Washington, DC:

Washington Operations Research Council, February 1962), 16-34, at 17.

104. Bloomfield & Gearin, op. cit. note 102, 1012.

105. Chapman (1957), op. cit. note 58, 3.

106. Bloomfield & Gearin, op. cit. note 102, 1025.

107. McDonald, op. cit. note 29, 65.

108. Martin Shubik, 'Gaming: Theory and Practice, Past and Future', Simulation &

Games, Vol. 20, No. 2 (June 1989), 184-89, at 189.

109. Thomas & Deemer, op. cit. note 100, 6 (emphasis in original).

110. Bloomfield (1960), op. cit. note 45, 58.

111. Bloomfield & Gearin, op. cit. note 102, 1012-13.

112. Clark Abt, 'War Gaming', International Science and Technology (August 1964), 29-37,

at 29-31.

113. Robert Specht, 'War Games', in Max Davies and Michel Verhulst (eds), Operational

Research in Practice (London: Pergamon, 1958), 144-53, at 149.

114. For a sample of group sociology from this period, see: R.F. Bales, Interaction Process

Analysis (Cambridge, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1950); Harold Guetzkow (ed.), Groups,

Leadership, and Men (Pittsburgh, PA:, Carnegie Press, 1951); D.G. Hays and R.R.

Bush, 'A Study of Group Action', American Sociological Review, Vol. 19, No. 6

(December 1954), 693-701; A.P. Hare, E.F. Borgatta and R.F. Bales (eds), Small

Groups (New York: Knopf, 1955). For RAND work on creativity, see A. Newell, J.C.

Shaw and H.A Simon, The Processes of Creative Thinking (Santa Monica, CA: RAND

Corporation, P-1320, 28 January 1959) and N. Jordan, Decisionmaking under

Uncertainty and Problem Solving: A Gestalt Theoretical Viewpoint (RAND, P-2156, 1

December 1960).

115. 'National Support for Behavioral Science', Behavioral Science, Vol. 3, No. 3 (July

1958), 217-27, at 220-23.

116. 'Modern techniques of cooperation in industry, science, and warfare emphasize a

greater reliance upon small groups of men functioning semi-autonomously and

integrated into larger operations only through complex and sometimes vulnerable

communication systems. For a small group to be efficient, each member must

contribute the particular technical and social skills expected of him. Basic research on

group functioning will almost certainly yield important general principles for group

assembly, training, and management, because a number of the technical tools and

concepts needed for this effort are now available' (ibid., 221).

117. Alexander Mood, War Gaming as a Technique of Analysis (Santa Monica, CA: RAND,

P-899, 3 September 1954), 7.

118. T. Brown and E. Paxson, A Retrospective Look at Some Strategy and Force Evaluation

Games (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, R-1619-PR, September 1975), 5.
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Also see: Weiner, op. cit. note 88, 271; E.W Paxson, War Gaming (RAND, 3489-PR,

February 1963), 29; Martin Shubik, On the Scope of Gaming (RAND, P-4608, March

1971), 9-10. Herman Kahn recommended that in addition to playing war games,

group cohesion could be fostered by collectively inventing game scenarios: H. Kahn,

Report to the MITRE Corporation, LY-2-8320 (31 October 1961), 7: MITRE Archives

(Corporate Archives, MITRE Corporation, 202 Burlington Road, Bedford, MA

01730, USA).

119. See, for example: Colonel Paul S. Deems, 'War Gaming and Exercises', Air University

Quarterly Review, Vol. 8 (Winter 1956-57), 98-126, at 124; Thomas & Deemer, op.

cit. note 100, 20; Herman Kahn and Irwin Mann, War Gaming (Santa Monica, CA:

RAND Corporation, P-1167, 30 July 1957), 5.

120. Richard Barringer and Barton Whaley, 'The MIT Political-Military Gaming

Experience', Orbis, Vol. 9, No. 2 (Summer 1965), 437-58, at 444.

121. Bloomfield & Gearin, op. cit. note 102, 1029 (emphasis in original).

122. Barringer & Whaley, op. cit. note 120, 449. The willingness to enter into the game-

world was not unique to the community of professional diplomatic and defense

analysts exploring political-military crises. The players of the American Management

Association's 'Business Decision Game' exhibited the same concentrated attention.

The authors of a 1958 article introducing the technique to the readers of Fortune

magazine observed:

The involvement of the players has been evident. They do accept the illusion

[of the game-world] and as executive teams work seriously, competitively,

and sometimes even emotionally. They put in long hours on their own

initiative, many of them working through recreation hours and in the

evenings.

John McDonald and Franc Ricciardi, 'The Business Decision Game', Fortune, Vol. 57,

No. 3 (March 1958), 140-42, 208-14, at 214 (emphasis in original).

123. Bloomfield (1960), op. cit. note 45, 63.

124. 'In its capacity to exert controlled stresses upon various isolated subjects [i.e. topics,

not persons] and concepts, this particular technique generally affords the individual

participant the unanticipated and vivid insights that arise from increased

consciousness and awareness. Often, these insights will form the bases of new and

lasting interests and concerns, testifying to the intensity of the live experience':

Barringer &Whaley, op. cit. note 120, 456.

125. 'Just about the only practical way for the potential user of gaming to learn enough

about the subject to be able to judge its utility is to expose himself to some gaming

activity, that is, to go through the motions of constructing a game, of playing it, and

of applying the outcome to the real world. This brief paper, of course, cannot replace

this kind of experience': Helmer, op. cit. note 94, 1.

126. Bloomfield (1960), op. cit. note 45, 61.

127. Abt, op. cit. note 112, 29.

128. See Weiner, op. cit. note 88, 270-71; W.L. Archer, 'The Techniques of Modern War

Gaming', Canadian Army Journal (Fall 1961), 15-25, at 23; Colonel Alfred DeQuoy,

'Operational War Gaming', Armor, Vol. 72 (September-October 1963), 34-40, at 35;

Hausrath, op. cit. note 43, 22; Bloomfield & Whaley, op. cit. note 48, 866.

129. Deems, op. cit. note 119, 126.

130. Dalkey, op. cit. note 93, 2. The thesis, simulation as substitute for future experience,

was a cornerstone of gaming apologetics. For example, in his series introducing the

technique to the readers of Army, Theodore Sterne wrote:

War games provide, however, experiences of wars that have not occurred,

and create synthetic history from which, by subsequent study, general

'lessons' may sometimes be discovered. A game that simulates war with

inadequate, even if imperfect, realism permits intellectual experiments to be

performed with military units of types that may not yet exist; it permits
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ground to be covered that history cannot traverse; it exposes for study

imagined events, outcomes, and other features.

T. Sterne, 'War Games: Validity and Interpretation', Army, Vol. 16, No. 4 (April 1966),

64-68, at 66. Also see McHugh, op. cit. note 96, Chapter 1, 25; Hausrath, op. cit.

note 43, 9, 20, 21; Rauner & Steger, op. cit. note 59, 21.

131. Morgenthaler, op. cit. note 5, 374.

132. Oscar Helmer and T.A. Brown, SAFE: A Strategy-and-Force-Evaluation Game (U)

(Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, RM-3287-PR, October 1962), iii.

133. See, for example: Paxson, op. cit. note 118, 29; Hausrath, op. cit. note 43, 10-11;

Sterne, op. cit. note 130, 68; Garry Brewer and Martin Shubik, The War Game: A

Critique of Military Problem Solving (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,

1979), 12-13, 91.

134. Barringer & Whaley, op. cit. note 120, 451.

135. Quotations in this paragraph are from Kahn & Mann, op. cit. note 119, 11-12.

136. Arnold, op. cit. note 103, 21. The point was reiterated by others: see, for example,

McDonald, op. cit. note 29, 72, and Sterne, op. cit. note 130, 66-67.

137. Discussion Panel, in Greyson (ed.), op. cit. note 29, 129-60, at 139 (emphases in

original).

138. For example, Captain James T. Cockrill wrote:

Obviously, neither the model nor the computer can perform acts of insight

or imagination; such must be performed by men in the design of the model

... While the hazards involved in analysis by gaming are such that it cannot

be construed that the results will provide irrefutable conclusions, the

gaming process will certainly provide better insight into the problem ...

J. Cockrill, 'The Validity of War Game Analysis', Proceedings of the US Naval Institute,

Vol. 92, No. 1 (January 1966), 45-53, at 51, 53. Also see: Sterne, op. cit. note 130,

67; McHugh, op. cit. note 96, 1-26; Hausrath, op. cit. note 43, 22.

139. Behavioral Sciences Subpanel of the President's Science Advisory Committee,

'Strengthening the Behavioral Sciences', Behavioral Science, Vol. 7, No. 3 (July 1962),

275-88, at 282.

140. Archer, op. cit. note 128, 23.

141. Clayton Thomas, 'Military Gaming', in Ackoff (ed.), op. cit. note 5, 421-65, at 440.

George Morganthaler (op. cit. note 5, 373) echoed the idea in an essay published in

the same volume: 'Some simulations have led to ... the realization of simple but

hidden truths concerning the nature of the operation'.

142. TappTaves, 'Navy Games', in Greyson (ed.), op. cit. note 29, 55-61, at 58.

143. Thomas & Deemer, op. cit. note 100, 25.

144. Taves, op. cit. note 142, 57.

145. Morganthaler, op. cit. note 5, 406.

146. Paxson, op. cit. note 118, 15.

147. Barringer & Whaley, op. cit. note 120, 451. Deborah Dowling also observes

simulators' discourse about the emergence of intuition in the course of their work:

A sense of direct manipulation encourages simulators to develop a 'feel' for

their mathematical models ... by developing a practical intuition for how

they work. Because the simulation is presented as an experimental target,

the researcher can interact with it as if it were a 'real' target, drawing on the

physical skills of recognition and reaction. The quick generation of data

through simulation allows scientists to patch ideas together, to explore

possibilities, to build up a broad base of experiences, and thus to develop a

more intuitive ... understanding of a mathematical model.

D. Dowling, 'Experimenting on Theories', Science in Context, Vol. 12, No. 2 (Summer

1999), 261-73, at 269.
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148. The term 'synthetic history' was employed frequently. For example, RAND analyst

Edwin Paxson wrote:

With suitable record-keeping discipline, these games accumulate detailed

histories of air, ground, and sea operations and logistics and other events.

These can be viewed as synthetic war histories and examined for lessons (or

mistakes).

Paxson, op. cit. note 118, 25. Also Sterne (op. cit. note 130, 64): 'War games create

synthetic history composed of imagined events', and McHugh (op. cit. note 96,

Chapter 1, 25): 'When, as in atomic warfare, there are no precedents, no historical

examples to furnish guidelines, war gaming creates its own history of artificial wars'.

See also Meals, op. cit. note 14, 255, and Hausrath, op. cit. note 43, xvi. Adding a

Hegelian nuance to the proceedings, at one time gaming even acquired a daily

newspaper called Weltbild, composed each evening by Bloomfield and his colleagues at

MIT during a game in 1958. Like Scheherazade forestalling the cataclysm each night

with the embroidery of complications, the Weltbild 'present[ed] to the players at the

beginning of each day the hypothetical events which had taken place overnight and

would seriously affect their plans for the day': Bloomfield (1960), op. cit. note 45, 63.

More recently, the game-newspaper has been supplanted by a CNN-like telecast

produced for military training simulations by the Pentagon's Global News Network

(GNN): Roger Smith, personal correspondence with author (6 June 1999).

149. Kahn, op. cit. note 22, Al, 12.

150. Kahn (ed.), op. cit. note 21, 77-78.

151. Perla, op. cit. note 95, 18. On the other hand, H. Averch and M.M. Lavin argued that

given their likeness, scenarios also partook of the analytic deficits of narrative

historiography:

Unfortunately, scenarios suffer from many of the defects of historical

analysis. The scenario writer constructs the behavior of adversaries in a

crisis without many of the constraints that operate on decision makers in a

crisis. ... In other words, both the scenario writer and the historian attack

crisis studies from the outside, looking in.

H. Averch and M.M. Lavin, Simulation of Decision-Making in Crises: Three Manual

Gaming Experiments (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, RM-4202-PR, August

1964), 3.

152. Mood, op. cit., note 117, 1.

153. Goldhamer & Speier, op. cit. note 32. Writing in 1961, Rauner and Steger approved

of the concrete intelligibility of a particularized simulation: 'It is in this area, we think

that game-simulations display some advantages over other aids to planners. By

providing a detailed, tangible representation of reality, game-simulations make it easier

for planners to understand the overall model than if it is more abstractly drawn':

Rauner & Steger, op. cit. note 59, 18.

154. '[Scenarios] help to illuminate the interaction of psychological, social, political, and

military factors, including the influence of individual political personalities ... and

they do so in a form which permits the comprehension of many interacting elements

at once': Kahn (ed.), op. cit. note 21, 78.

155. Thomas, op. cit. note 141, 439-40.

156. Thornton Page recognized the orientation towards the totality in operations research:

The major point in this discussion is that operations research is, by its very

nature, the application of all forms of human knowledge to the solution of a

whole problem. In this it differs from many of the other scientific disciplines;

its tools and techniques are very diverse. Anything 'goes' in an operations

research study as long as it leads to better understanding of the problem.

T. Page, 'A Survey of Operations Research Tools and Techniques', in Flagle et al.

(eds), op. cit. note 11, 119-39, at 120 (emphases in original).
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157. Submarines and Arctic bases were important reference points for the design of large-

occupancy fallout shelters; the latter were conceived to be microcosms of urban

society. See John Rohrer, 'Implications for Fallout Shelter Living From Studies of

Submarine Habitability and Adjustment to Polar Isolation', in George Baker and

Rohrer (eds), Symposium on Human Problems in the Utilization of Fallout Shelters,

Disaster Study No. 12 (Washington, DC: Disaster Research Group, National

Academy of Sciences/National Research Council, 1960), 21-30.

158. One article on the potential for automating and computerizing complex technical

systems used the analogy of the totality afforded by a model railroad, 'set up in the

basement of a house. The system is on line in real time; the operator sees everything,

knows everything, runs everything. With the help of computers, railroad managers

could control 50,000-mile systems with the same quasi-omniscience exercised by the

model railroader': Gilbert Burck, ' "On Line" in "Real Time" ', Fortune, Vol. 69,

No. 4 (April 1964), 141-45, 246-52, at 248.

159. In 1954, for example, Mood (op. cit. note 117, 9) wrote: 'Most games now in

existence need further development and refinement before they can be said to

represent reality well enough to provide a basis for decisions. And until that time

comes, one cannot be certain of what the games will accomplish'. Also see: Archer,

op. cit. note 128, 18-19; Taves, op. cit. note 142, 59; Abt, op. cit. note 112, 37.

160. Cited in McHugh, op. cit. note 96, Chapter 3, 15, footnote.

161. Specht, op. cit. note 113, 146.

162. Churchman, op. cit. note 92, 59. The following year, Walter Deemer repeated the

refrain: 'The search for an elusive and seemingly very desirable attribute called

"realism" continues to preoccupy many of us': W. Deemer, Jr, 'A Summing Up', in

Greyson (ed.), op. cit. note 29, 171-74, at 173.

163. 'The question of how much context a given problem requires appears to be largely a

matter of judgement': Mood, op. cit. note 117, 2-3. Several pages later, he added:

'The construction of a game involves judgement at every turn: in the scope of the

game, the level of detail, the content of the rules, the adequacy of its representations

of reality, the opinion of players as to what are good strategies': ibid., 6.

164. Thomas, op. cit. note 141, 426.

165. Ibid., 460.

166. Thomas & Deemer, op. cit. note 100, 20-21.

167. For example, E.W. Girard declared: '[War games] can generate distributions of

outcomes of play of specific situations, and they can function as pseudo-experiments,

producing data for analysis after the plays are completed': E.W. Girard, 'Reports,

Presentation of Results, and Analysis', in Overholt (ed.), op. cit. note 103, 75-83, at

77. Theodore Sterne was even more emphatic in likening games to experiments: 'A

war game [is] no more nor less than a laboratory experiment in which the entire effort

is designed to elicit facts for analysis': Sterne, op. cit. note 130, 67. For a

contemporary discussion of the intermediate status of computer simulation between

experiment and theory, see: Dowling, op. cit. note 147; Sergio Sismondo, 'Models,

Simulations, and Their Objects', Science in Context, Vol. 12, No. 2 (Summer 1999),

247-60; and Martina Merz, 'Multiplex and Unfolding: Computer Simulation in

Particle Physics', ibid., 293-316.

168. Thomas & Deemer, op. cit. note 100, 21.

169. Archer, op. cit. note 128, 18.

170. See Paxson, op. cit. note 118, 30-33.

171. Sterne, op. cit. note 130, 67. Donald Meals lamented the fact that 'Now, operational

data, as necessary as ever, are most difficult to obtain. The first significant change

[since the WWII inception of Operations Research] is the virtual disappearance of

realistic data': Meals, op. cit. note 148, 253. Also see: Weiner, op. cit. note 88, 279;

Paxson, op. cit. note 118, 25; Taves, op. cit. note 142, 61; Abt, op. cit. note 112, 31;

McHugh, op. cit. note 96, Chapter 1, 34.

172. Hausrath, op. cit. note 43, 71.
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173. Archer, op. cit. note 128, 20, 24. Archer's question as to whether the game-players

played against the game design rather than against their opponents finds parallels in

MacKenzie's review of the controversy in the 1980s about the nature of the

correspondence between data sets derived from test conditions, and the missiles'

untestable, real-world performance: 'Whether testing was sufficiently like use to allow

inferences to flow was also the central issue in the more recent controversy over

whether missile accuracies were facts about missiles or artifacts of the processes of

testing them': MacKenzie, op. cit. note 14, 347.

174. Abt, op. cit. note 112, 37.

175. Throwing game assessment back to the political leadership, Norman Dalkey

remarked: 'The standard approach in simulations of general war has been to single

out certain indices - damage to value targets on each side and forces remaining - and

present these to the decision maker, who in effect "makes up his feelings" about

them': N.C. Dalkey, Central Nuclear War Games (Santa Monica, CA: RAND

Corporation, P-3437, September 1966), 3.

176. This Symposium is cited in note 137, above. In the following text, quotations and

relevant passages from the Symposium are referenced by bracketed page numbers.

177. Senior members of the military recoiled from computer-aided analysis. 'Many of us

may intuitively distrust any assistance by a machine in making decisions ...':

Commander John Davis, Jr and Dr John A. Tiedeman, 'The Navy War Games

Program', Proceedings of the US Naval Institute, Vol. 86, No. 6 (June 1960), 61-67, at

67.

178. For a chronicle of its diffusion through the military services and corporate community

in the 1950s and early 1960s, see Appendix A in my forthcoming book.

179. Robert Davis, 'Arms Control Simulation: The Search for an Acceptable Method',

Journal of Conflict Resolution, Vol. 7, No. 3 (December 1962), Special Issue: Weapons

Management in World Politics, Proceedings of the International Arms Control Symposium,

684AC-696AC, at 688AC, 695AC.

180. Bloomfield & Whaley, op. cit. note 120, 862. Also see: Davis & Tiedeman, op. cit.

note 177, 67; E.S. Maloney, 'Modern War Gaming: State of the Art', Marine Corps

Gazette (November 1960), 10-12, at 12; McDonald, op. cit. note 29, 65-67; Cockrill,

op. cit. note 138, 49 and 53.

181. Weiner, op. cit. note 88, 275.

182. Archer, op. cit. note 128, 21.

183. See, for example, Cockrill, op. cit. note 138, 47.

184. Bloomfield (1960), op. cit. note 45, 61.

185. All quotations in this paragraph are from Bloomfield & Gearin, op. cit. note 102, at

(in order) 1029, 1027, 1025, 1026, 1026-27 and 1030. They add (ibid., 1029):

We were also influenced by injunctions on the part of fellow social scientists

critical of earlier exercises, notably Professor Harold Guetzkow, that we

must connect the PE with the ongoing body of social science theory. PEs,

we were told, should be designed to take specific account of cognate

theoretical constructs such as those found in game theory, small-group

dynamics and behavior, cultural anthropology and social psychology,

international relations and foreign policy theory (if the latter can be said to

exist) and other forms of simulations and games.

186. R. Duncan Luce and Howard Raiffa, Games and Decisions (New York: Wiley, 1957),

37.

187. T. Schelling, 'Experimental Games and Bargaining Theory', World Politics, Vol. 14,

No. 1 (October 1961), 47-68, at 55.

188. John Prados, Pentagon Games: Wargames and the American Military (New York: Harper

& Row, 1987), 25.

189. Wiener, op. cit. note 69, 141.

190. Herman Kahn and Irwin Mann, Ten Common Pitfalls (Santa Monica, CA: RAND

Corporation, RM-1937, 17 July 1957), 18.
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191. Blaise Pascal, Pensees, trans. A.J. Krailsheimer (London: Penguin Books, 1966), 150.

192. The contemporary philosopher of science Eric Winsberg has enumerated the

conditions necessary for accepting the results of computer simulation:

It depends on the confidence we have in the various ad hoc models we use -

confidence we derive from laboratory and observational experience. It

depends on our ability to calibrate models against empirical results. And

finally it depends on the confidence we have in our tacit abilities as

observers to make judgements about the degree of resemblance between

different classes of images - often abilities acquired in the role of skilled

experimenters and observers, as well as in the role of skilled simulators.

E. Winsberg, 'Sanctioning Models: The Epistemology of Simulation', Science in

Context, Vol. 12, No. 2 (Summer 1999), 275-92, at 290.
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